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FOREWORD 

The meeting of the International Working <>roup on Nuclear Power 
Plant Control and Instrumentation (IWG-NPPCI) was organized in order to 
summarize operating experience of KPP control systems, gain a general 
overview of activities in development of modern control systems and 
receive recommendations on the further directions and particular measures 
within the Agency's programme. 

The meeting was held at the IAEA Headquarters in Vienna and was 
attended by 21 participants fron 15 countries and one international 
organization. The present volume contains: (1) chairman report on the 
IWG-NPPCI activities for the period May 1984 / March 1986, (2) reports of 
the national representatives to the International Working Croup on NPPCI, 
(3) two invited papers on selected problems in NPP control and 
instrumentation. 

The papers and discussions mostly dealt with practical experience 
and described actual problems encountered. Emphasis was placed on the 
technical, industrial and economic aspects of the introduction of modern, 
highly automated control systems and on the improvement of plant 
availability and safety. 
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OPENING REMARKS 

L.V. KONSTANT1NOV 
Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety, 
International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Vienna 

As was recently announced, now 151 of the total electricity 
production in the world Is generated by nuclear power plants. One of the 
aspects of the current development In the field of nuclear power Is the 
Increasingly evident focus on economics and the laproveaent of the 
performance of nuclear power plants In Member States. Past performance 
and recent Improvements trends In some Member States and some owners' 
organizations show that considerable improvements can be achieved, 
Indicating that an international information exchange on the subject is 
desirable. 

The Agency Is accordingly placing emphasis on a programme to help to 
Improve the technical performance of nuclear power plants, fast 
activities of the IAEA In this area can be grouped In the following main 
categories: 

1. Collection, dissemination and analysis of performance data uaing the 
Power Reactor Information System (PUIS). The Agency has collected 
operating experience Information since around the beginning of power 
reactor operation. The information la now collected In the 
computerized system which has information on performace data for 
?800 of the 3467 reactor years and also short description and 
classification of about 15 000 outages. The last PHIS report gives 
data for 285 from 345 units operating in the worlo. 

i. The promulgation of quality assurance standards and gulda.ice for all 
phases of work on a nuclear power project for the regulatory 
organlzatIon but keeping very much In mind the plant owner as the 
one responsible for quality assurance. 

3. The guidebook!) which we regularly publish, two of which may be of 
particular Interest to this group, namely, the Guidebook on Nuclear 
Power Plant instrumentation and Control, published In 1984, and the 
CuldeSook on the QA/QC for Instrumentation 4 Control and Electrical 
Equipment ot Nuclear Power Plants, now being prepared. 

4. The two International working groups on Nuclear Power Plat.t Control 
and Instrumentation and on tht •.•liability of Reacror Pressure 
Components. Both these groups have performed essential 
International Information exchange functions through specialists' 
meetings and promoted research In co-ordinated research programmes. 

Regarding the current situation In the control and Instrumentation 
which can be characterized as "electronic revolution" it Is safe to say 
that the activities of the IAEA in this field acquire now special 
significance. I see at least two reasons for this: 

today, there are growing demands for high reliability .ind 
Improved cost-performance of measurement and control equipment 
used to achieve a high level of availability and economy In 
nuclear power plants; 
reliability and safety demands pose ever stricter requirements 
on the control and Instrumentation systems both for accuracy In 
operation and for Improved man-machine Interfaces. 

Since Innovations of electron components and programmable processors 
are rapidly developing, and Interest In robotl*-* for nuclear applications 
are growing worldwide, the Agency la plaining to hold in early 1988 an 
"International Conterer-e on Man-Machine Interface In the Nuclear 
Industry; Control and Instrumentation, Robotics, and Artificial 
Intelligence". I look forward to having your recommendations on tht 
scientific scope of the conference. 

Saying so much about computer technology and activities of the 
working group In this field we should ask ourselves reasonable 
questions: Does e.irli subject area have an adequate coverage and are 



there areas which are not covered but should be? Are the correct groups 
bring addressed In the different activities? To be more specific, 1 
would ask whether all stain sources of unavailability are In the sphere of 
Interest of the working group. In the near future you will hold a 
specialists' aeetlng on power supply, and another steeling on actuating 
devices Is being planned as well. Perhaps you will find it worthwhile to 
consider other components such as aain generators, transformers, dlesel 
generators, which also contribute to plant unavailability. 

in giving answers to these questions the group should also take Into 
account the character and constraints (Including budgetary) of the Agency 
as an Inter-governmental organisation and Che need to avoid duplication 
oi work by others, as long as IAEA Hee.ber States are served In a 
satisfactory manner. 

1 have noted that co-ordinated research programme on training 
simulators launched at the beginning ol 1985 now consolidates eight 
participating countries. It evidently confirms our expectation that the 
programme would meet the needs of several Nember States. 

The IAEA activities in the field of control and Instrumentation for 
titt t< a subject for periodical critical analysis. As an example Senior 
Advisory Group Meeting In 1985 can be mentioned. The primary purpose of 
that meeting was to advise how the Agency through Its information 
?«change and dissemination activities could beat assist plant operators 
In their efforts to Improve nuclear power plant avallabtlty. 

Now the working group again has an opportunity to assist the Agency 
In this matter. We would appreciate receiving your recommendations but 
we are facing serious limitation of zero growth in the overall 
programme. At the same time we feel the necessity to broaden the scope 
of the programme dealing with technical performance of nuclear power 
plants. 

CHAIRMAN REPORT ON THE IWG-NPPCI ACTIVITIES 
MAY 1984/MARCH 1986 

W.BASTL 
Gcsellschaft fur Rcaktorsicherheit mbH (GRS), 
Gaiching, Federal Republic of Germany 

Before present ing a summary of our activities in the p a i t two years, l 
should like to character ize the present situation of (AC in nuclear power 
plants by pointing at two facts: 

- As a consequence of the fast developing technology in electric com

ponents and systems, IAC in nuclear power plants will unuergo sub

stantial changes in the near f u t u r e . This opons the possibility of 

many improvements, e . g . by means of more extensive applicn'ion of 

microprocessors, the introduct ion of f iberopt ic* , but it will also 

generate a series of problems to be solved in conjunction with the 

specific needs in the nuclear f ie ld . 

• While the safety issues for l ight water reactors have been solved, the 
avai labi l i ty of the power plants and their economics is moving more 
and more ii the center of public and technical interest . 

There fore I am convinced that I AC in Nuclear Power Plants has to remain 

a major subject for IAEA activit ies in the future . ICC is not only the 

area in nuclear technology, where the largest changes amongst all the 

involved subjects has to be expected , but it has also a v e r y high 

potential for actively contr ibut ing to availability improvements. In 

this context the Senior Ad Hoc Advisory Group on Nuclear Power Plant 

Avai labi l i ty is highly appreciated. A f i rst meeting was held in Vienna 

from February 11-13, 1985, which already showed the usefu lness of an 

interdiscipl inary forum for discussing plant availabil i ty questions 

in thei r overal l context . 
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Following previous pract ice the activit ies of the International Working 

Croup are br ief ly described w i th respect to the topics 

rrteetings 

- publications 

- coordinated research programs 

- t ra in ing courses 

1. Meetings 

The following specialists' meetings were held as scheduled: 

- Use of Digital Computing Devices in Systems Important to Safety , 
Sactay, France, 2 8 - 3 0 November 1984; 

- New Instrumentation for Water Cooled Reactors, Dresden , German 

Democratic Republic. 2 3 - 2 5 Apr i l 1985; 

- Load Following Control of Nuclear Power Plant Inc luding Avai labi l i ty 

Aspects, Bombay, Ind ia , 10 -1? December 1985. 

Together wi th the "Backf i l t ing" -Meet ing in Vienna which took place before 

the recent IMG-Meet ing, t h e envisaged number of two meetings per year 

was achieved. The subjects chosen were very well received by the 

part icipants which was not at least demonstrated by the intensive 

discussions. The proceedings of the meetings have gained increasing 

interest in the member countr ies . 

In 1986 we will have the Specialists' Meeting on Power Supplies of I AC in 

NPP, September 7 -9 , 1986 in Wiir 'enl ingen/Switzerland, and the Meeting on 

Actuat ing Devices in I ta ly . E f for ts in organizing a Meeting on Human 

Factors Engineering in NPP, or iginal ly already scheduled for 1984, still 

d i d not succeed. As th is topic has not at all lost its actual i ty , 

organizing of an adequate meeting should be envisaged at the earliest 

possible date . 

Bear ing in mind the rap id development of IAC I deeply regre t the recent 

announcement of postponing the IAEA conference on "man-machine inter-

9 face in the nuclear indust ry (control and instrumentat ion, robotics and 

art i f icial intel l igence)" to the f irst quarter 1987. This means a f ive 
years time span since the last Symposium, as compared to three years 
recommended at the occasion of the IWG-meeting in 1984. 

Fur theron it should be mentioned that group members provided scientific 

assistance in prepar ing SMORN- IV (Symposium on Reactor Noise) in 

October 1984, Dijon, which was organized by OECD/NEA in cooperation with 

IAEA. These led to a broadening of participation and contr ibut ions as 

compared to the previous meet ings. Thus 19 papers out of a total of 108 

were presented by part ic ipants from seven member countries of the IAEA. 

2 . Publications 

The preparat ion of the IAEA-Guidebook "Quality Assurance/Qual i ty Control 

of l*C in Electrical Equipment of Nuclear Power Plants" is in good pro

g ress . Group members contr ibuted direct ly or provided numerous useful 

advices. An Advisory Group Meeting for revision of the second draft is 

scheduled for Apri l 21 to 25, 1986. 

Unfortunately the idea of publ ishing the highlights of the Specialists' 

Meetings in technical journals could not be put forward . Thi> type of 

publication should still remain a matter of discussion, and hopefully 

will be soon real ized. 

3. Coordinated Research Programs 

Af te r various preparatory meetings the coordinated Research Programme 

on the Development of Common Modelling Approaches for Nuclear Power 

Plant Tra in ing Simulator was launched by IAEA at the beginning of 1985. 

T h e f i rs t Research Coordination Meeting for the above mentioned CRP was 

held in October 1985 in IAEA Headquarters in Vienna. The meeting was 

at tended by 6 chief scientific investigators from all part icipat ing 

countr ies; Canada, F inland, Hungary , The Nether lands, Romania and 

Spain. The final goal and objectives of the Programme have been 

formulated and the most efficient ways of cooperation establ ished. 



tm Now 8 countries part icipate in the CRP (Switzer land and Pakistan joined 
the CRP after the research coordination meeting) . 

4. Tra in ing Courses 

An Interregional Tra in ing Course on Instrumentation and Control of 

Nuci?ar Power Plants was held from September 9 to October 17, 1985 in 

Kar ls ruhe , FRO. 31 part ic ipants from 18 countries were selected from a 

- total of 70 applicants. Experts from Canada, France, Federal Republic of 

Germany. Pakistan, Sweden and USA lectured at the course. As usual the 

Working Group provided assistance in selecting adequate lec turers . 

REPORT ON NPPCI TOPICS IN THE UNITED KINGDOM -
MARCH 1986 

R.J. COX 
UKAEA Atomic Energy Establishment, 
Winfrith. 
United Kingdom 

i INTRODUCTION 
Since the laat meeting of the Working Group In Hay 1984, the activities of 
the nuclear power Industry In the United Kingdom haa been dominated, 
ftratly, by the Public Inquiry Into the propoaal to attr a PWR at Slrewell In 
Suffolk - the public part of the Inquiry flnlahed about a year ago having 
laated eighteen month* but the report la not now expected for soma month*. 
Secondly, all of the flrat generation of Advanced Gaa Cooled Reactor* have 
run up to power. Thirdly, the Prototype Fast Reactor at Dounreay la now 
reliably producing Ita dealgn output of 250 NW(e) following aajor 
modifications Co Ita ateas generator*. 

2 OPERATING POWER STATIONS 
2.1 Ha|nox Statlona 

All of the Magnox (Graphl'e Moderated - CO, cooled) power atatlona have 
perforewd well - SltMell A ran continuously for over 500 days. The good 
availability haa been helped by the program of replacing old thermionic valve 
tnatruaenta by aodern aolld-atate dealgna. Plana are being drawn up to 
extend the life of the Magnox plant' and many reactors could achieve a life 
of about *0 years. Further refurblahaent of the control and Instrumentation 
will be Justified. The coaputers Installed In the l«50'e and I960'* were 
quite prlattlve and moat of the autoaattc confol loops were staple analogue 
designs. The use of aodern digital hardware should significantly Improve 
availability and reduce maintenance effort. 

At the Trawafynydd aagnox power station use Is being M d e of the radiation 
resistant auperacreened cablea developed for uaa with neutron flux detectors. 
Theae cable* uae a dielectric of Poly-ether-ether-kotone (PF.EK) and can 
tolerate a gaaaa dose greater than 5 x 10*R, operate up to 150*C and mirvlve 
excursions to 300*C. Single core and aultl-core versions will replaco 
coapletely the preaen polythene Insulated types between the radiation 
detectors and the outside of the biological shield. They will eliminate the 
cracking due to radiation damage that tended to occur wlrh polythene nnd 
whlrh led to electrical saatl pulse breakdown and false slg.ials on the low 
power channels. In the past It has been necessary to replace tin cable* to 



the radiation detectors every two years and this has become expensive, both 
financially and in teraa o! radiation dose to personnel, in addition, the 
use of polythene imposed a Halt on teaperature which Hatted the operation 
of the reactor. The new cables will remove both of theae restrictions, it 
Is confidently expected that theae neutron detectors and cables will have a 
life of twenty-five years. 

2.2 advanced Gas Cooled Reactor (ACT) Stations 

The Htnkley Point B ACT of the CEGB and the Hunteraton B of the SSF.B have 
both performed well. They have now been Joined by Hartlepool, He^shaa and 
Dungeness B. These three added soae 4000 MV(F.) to the network when they were 
commissioned and a further WX> MV will be available as they rise to full 
output. In the early stagea of commissioning, soar of the protection was 
operated on a one-out-of-four basts until certain safety aspects were 
demonstrated and there were some spurious trips. But now thst the plants are 
operating on the designed two-out-of-four basis the Incidence of spurious 
trips has dropped to a satisfactory level. 

A trial la under way to prove that the GEC coaputer aysteas at the 
Hlnkley B ACT - purchased up to twenty years ago, can be replaced by fully 
distributed computer systems with many computers linked by highways. When 
this has been demonstrated the on-line ayatema will be replaced. The 
coaputer systems are very complex with over 2000 analogue Inputs and 6000 
digital Inputs and several hundred digital outputs so that the movement of 
Information between computers Is a major problem. 

SSEB are engaged on refurbishing, on-load, their Hunterston B Data Logging 
System with a Ferrantl based distributed computer system. This system uses 
•any of the same hardware and software components aa Torness. The display 
part of the system, although using different hardware uses a common user 
friendly Interactive picture constructor and the same facilities as Torness 
will be provided. 

The CEGB Is making widespread uae of Programmable Electronic systeas, the NEI 
99 and CEC Gem 80, both UK msde, being adopted for the majority of systems. 
They are used for the Initiation of Post-Trip cooling plant and for safety 
Interlocks on the fuelling machines used on-load and for such Important uses 
as the Heating and Ventilating systems for Active areas. 

Extensive refurbishing of the Hunterston B Fuel Route Is In progress. New 
GEM 80 Programmable Logic aystems are used for control, protection and alarm 
geiteratlon and the software haa been written to high QA standards. The Board 
are developing uaer friendly Intelligent Interface aystems for both operator 
and maintenance engineers; expert systems are alio being developed. 

2.3 Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) 

Over the past year PFR has operated close to Its design 250 KW(E) for long 
periods and has demonstrated the ability for quick recovery from plant trip 
states. This has In part been due to the addition of a large (wall sized) 
mtmtc giving an unambiguous status display of the main components of the 
boiler feed train. The mimic panel Incorporates the "key plant state" 

display (previously confined to resctor plant only) and the vital alarm panel 
uses a mosaic tile construction, and effectively covers the roaplete south 
wall of the central control rooa (CCR). Current C and l support work Is 
directed at further Improvements In the CCR by the Inclusion of a separate 
"wing" on the desk for steam plant valve controls, totsl revision of the 
displays on the north wall, possible replacement of the data reduction 
equipment and a review of the lighting and ventilation requirements. 

Minor lnatsbllltles In drum levet control are still present on the plant but 
their causes are now understood (see paragraph 5.1.1). Prototype 
controllers, using both analogue and digital techniques, are currently on 
site awaiting a convenient stage In plant operation for system evaluation and 
algorithm confirmation. The test results will form the basis for design and 
procurement of fully engineered controllers with the appropriate transfer 
function and the nece.isary In-bullt fault tolerance. 

Apart from straightforward engineering problems In the selector valve motor 
drive circuitry, the performance of the location section of the Delayed 
Neutron Burst Pin Detection aystea has been satisfactory. However, the gas 
stripper loop has given continue'! ptoblems from gas line blockages. A review 
haa recently been carried out with the conclusion that the system can be made 
reliable by a re-arrangement of the control system. 

Design and procurement Is In hand for a new simulator to replace the limited 
version provided In 1972. The new system Incorporates an enhanced central 
control room simulation using replicated desk and wall panels, a plant spare 
"Argus 500" for data display and a computer representation of the full power 
plant, (reactor to turbine). The system is to be housed In a purpose built 
building representing the full size central control room to give an arena for 
realistic operator training. 

3 STATIONS UNDER DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
ACR STATIONS AT TORNESS (SSEB) AND HEYSHAH II (CECg) 

3.1 "he construction of Torneas AGR Is on prograaae and the coaputer based 
Data irocesslng Systeas for the first unit have been accepted on site. These 
coaprlsc a large distributed coaputer-based logging and display system based 
on Ferrantl ARGUS 700 computers, configured In s dual redundant mode and 
communicating via HDLC based high speed links. For the main systems, 
approximately 4000 analogue and 5000 digital signals are monitored and 
displayed via full graphic coloured VDU terminals which have pan, zoom and 
clutr.er/declutter facilities. On-line databases and VDU formats sre designed 
and generated to aeet high QA standards. The top down display approach is 
detlgntd to guide the operator easily and quickly to the formats required for 
both normal and abnormal conditions. Sophisticated facilities such as 
sottware keys and Joystick control are employed. The DDC auto control 
systems arc In the process of being commissioned and like the DPS are based 
on dual redundant Ferrantl Argus 700 computers. Extensive checking and 
conditioning la employed In addltton to sophisticated control algorithms co 
provide high integrity control performance. 



3.2 The new CECB station Heysham II la on achedole for the atart of 
commissioning and working up to powe. by 1987. Each reactor la split Into 
quadrants and haa a total of twelve segregated/separated cable routea for the 
associated gas cooling aysteaa, water cooling systems and aafety ayatems. 
This ensures that a fire or other Incident affect* only a snail aectlon of 
the plant on one reactor. Incidents on one reactor can In no way affect the 
other reactors. 

The coaplete Installation will Include over 40,000 cables with an Installed 
length of about 3,500 ka of cable. Sow* 70Z of the cablea perform contr-l, 
alarm and safety functions, requiring of fie order of 1.25 million cable core 
terminations. 

Like Its predecessors. It haa full computer control of the reactor power and 
temperature and the feed and steam conditions In the boilers and the 
turbines. In all, this comprises some 84 loops In eleven computers. The 
main Information system la entirely through the computer ayatem and nowadays 
not only lncludea all the plant vartablea and alarms but also chemical 
measurements, control rod characterlattea on trip and ipectal commissioning 
measurements. Some 300 computers are linked to form a distributed computer 
system. Data storage la by rotating discs having a total capacity In excess 
of 300 megabytes. 

3.3 The control and safety instrumentation systems of the new AGRa at 
Heysham II and Torness employ three new designs of neutron flux channels. 
These comprise a conventional pulse counting channel, a wide-range mean 
current channel which also includes a linear-scale neutron flux trip and a 
combined, ultra-wide-range pulse counting and current fluctuation channel. 
The last named will uae a new combined pulse and current fluctuation neutron 
detector, development of which Is now complete. This detector Is based on 
designs of fission chamber for which we have long reactor experience but it 
has been reoptlmlaed with a radiation resistant, rare gaa filling to give an 
electron collection time of 80 nS. Current fluctuation aystems are 
particularly vulnerable to electrical interference and thla aapect haa been 
fully taken Into account. A. new, coaxial and therefore reasonably flexible, 
magnesia tnaulated cable baaed on the auperacreened principle haa been 
developed and special methods of attaching this cable to the chamber have 
been devised. Production of the cable and detectors for the reactors Is well 
advanced. 

4 PLANT SIMULATORS 

The SSRB'a Huaterstoa B AGR Training Simulator la now in lull use and haa 
proved to be operationally reliable. The construction of an even more 
powerful Torneaa AGR simulator la on programme for delivery to site In June 
1986. The asymmetric aspects of the Hunterston simulator have been expanded 
for Torness and now all 2* boilers are modelled to run concurrently and In 
real time. To meet the design changes between the stations, Marconi are 
using 46 of their more powerful processors (the equivalent of 120 of the 
Hunterston processors) in a parallel distributed configuration. A subset of 
the main plant Data Processing System (DPS) and auto control system will be 
Integrated with the simulation computers to provide the same display 
facilities. It Is hoped that this on-atte simulator will assist In 

commissioning the main plant by validating and verifying software changes and 
assessing the requirements for optimal control of the plant. 

The CEGB'a first full-ocope nuclear power simulator Is being built at a cost 
of £6.5 million at the Board's Nuclear Power Training Ontre at Oldbury. 
This will have a full aire mock-up of the Heysham II control room. 

Already existing at the Training Centre are the simulator for the existing 
AGRs at HInkley Point B, Hartlepool, Heysham I and Dungenesa B. Theae have 
models of the reactor control desks only, with realistic data being supplied 
by computers at the Centre and via a landllne from the main-frame computers 
at he Board'a computer centre In London. 

In contrast the Heysham II simulator will replicate the complete control room 
environment, Including control deak displays for the reactor and all other 
equipment associated with one of the generator units. What would be the 
secon-l reactor control desk on the real plant will become the training 
tutor's local desk to control the simulator. The standard CECB simulation 
language for dynamic plant modelling Is called PMSP and it has been used to 
frovtde models of all the major Hems of plant. These models are available 
to the simulator from the computers In London via a single landllne with a 
bandwidth of 2MB. The power of the ayatem Is such that the Heysham 2 
simulator can run concurrently In real time with two other AGR Simulators, 
and still enable other Jobs to share the machines, "he Heysham II Simulator 
Is designed to cover the operation of one unit of the Power Station from 
start-up with dry boilers right through operation at power on 3 or 4 coolant 
gas circuits, to either a controlled shut-down or trips due to simulated 
plant failures or operator maloperatton. Post trip operations under normal 
or accident conditions are simulated. The more lengthy operations, such as 
pipe warming or watting for Xenon decay, may be accelerated. 

Thla Simulator at the Oldbury Training Centre also includes a supermini 
computer which provides the msn-machlne tnterface for the "Tutor Console 
Programme'' and VDU displays designated as "Tutor Formats". This "Instrument 
computer" also handles all the analogue and digital Inputs and outputs 
associated with switches, push-buttons, lamps, meters, etc. A further two 
Identical computers provide the whole range of alarm and data display 
facilities as on the Power Station using the same hardware and software. 

5 NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

5.1 Dynamics and Control 

5.1.1 PFR Drum Level Control 

One of the more Interesting Investigations Into plant dynamics has 
been to explain Intermittent drum level oscillations on PFR. The 
method usee! successfully In analysing the problem was to compare 
amplitude gains and phases between plant variables recorded during 
oscillatory periods with corresponding results from mathematical 
models of the appropriate loops. This 'describing function' analysis 
revealed phase losses from various non-llnearltles. When these were 



adequately represented In the nodeIs both the frequency doaaln 
(describing function) and the time doaaln (tranalent) models gave 
oscillatory frequencies and aaplltudea and threshold conditions 
closely In agreement with the operating experience. 

This work waa folly reported at the BNES conference on "Boiler 
Dynaalca and Control In Nuclear Pow?r Stations" held at Harrogate In 
October 1*85. Two papers analysed the phenomena one with all three 
boilers acting In unison and the other for non-syaaetrlc operation. 
The aost significant single ltea arises froa delays in the boiler feed 
pump action due to control back-laah. A new controller Is being 
Implemented which will prevent the oscillations and laprove the drua 
level regulation. 

2 Model Validation 

Further advances have been aade during the laat two yaara on aodel 
validation. The novel method of quantifying aodel validation evolved 
at Ulnfrlth has been applied successfully to a varied range of cases. 
It has come to be known as 'the distortion method'. This uses the 
concept that any model can be aade to follow a recorded transient by 
suitably distorting the aodel and, clearly, the better the aodel the 
leas the required distortion. This distortion Is quantified In terns 
of parameter variations in the aodel and compared with acceptable 
distortion froa known approximations In the aodel. The ratio 

acceptable diatortlon 
X -

necessary distortion 

gives a fidelity factor which If it la less than unity indicates 
something la aisslng froa the aodel and If greater than unity 
Indicates that the aodel can explain the recorded transient. 

The 'distortion method' waa applied flrat to an SGHWR trip but has 
aore recently been applied to PFR and AGK dynaalcs models. In every 
case when the fidelity factor X has been less than unity, one or aore 
genutne shortcomings have been found In the model which, after the 
corresponding taproveaent, has yielded \ > 1. In the AGK case, having 
achieved \ > 1 the necessary distortion is being used to provide 
confidence Halts for the prediction of large scale trip transients. 
This last constitutes one asjor ultimate purpose for aodel usage and 
aodel validation. The dlatortton aethod Is being applied Increasingly 
to larger models and wider rangea of lntereat including a generic 
boiler code and on-load re-fuelling operations. 

Protection Systeaa 

1 A prototype Pulse Coded Logic (PCL) systea has operated fully 
successfully on Oldbury power station In a passive role lor over 3 
years. This form of protection logic hardware uses standard 
Integrated circuits and achieves a very high level of fall-9afety by 

employing dynaa' W t c (healthy state oscillatory, tailed state 
static). In addition to fall-safety considerations the specific pulse 
psttern Is able to indicate which element of which guard-line has 
failed. This diagnostic ability enables on-line maintenance and 
therefore ytelds high availability. 

This form of PCI Is being Implemented on the Materials Testing 
Reactor, DIDO, at Harwell In an active role. PCL has also been 
adopted for the guard line protection systea on the UK's CDFR design 
and la under consideration for use on other coaaerclsl ststlonn. 

Pulse Coded Logic principles are being applied to commercially 
available Programmable Logic Controllers. The laboratory 
demonstrations of this at Wtnfrlth Indicate that high levels of 
fall-safety are achievable In this way. 

Considerable effort Is being plseed on research associated with high 
reliability software In prograaaable systems. The Project on Diverse 
Software (PODS) which was a collaborative exercise Involving SKD, 
CEGB, Halden and VTT of Finland justified anstetlea over achieving 
error free software and also showed that the specification la a 
serious potential source of common mode errors: but diversity was also 
shown to be a powerful defence. The analysis of this work Is 
continuing under the project name STEM. 

A project 'COPS' (Computer Protection System) Is being carried out by 
UKAEA, Vlnfrlth. fKls uses a representative PUR power rating 
protection aystea design as the basis for developing assessment, 
aethods. The software Is being Implemented by three different teaas 
(UKAEA and two Software houaea). The objectives of this exercise 
Includes evaluating software test methods and guideline features, 
comparing reliability models and QA procedures. This project Is 
Intended to provide an assessment tool-kit for evaluating any systems 
offered. 

The computer based protection system ISAT developed at Wtnfrlth has 
satisfactorily completed all tssts at PFR and BNL demonstrating 
fall-safety. This systea uses tests signals added to the sensor 
Inputs to produce an Identifiable sequence of alara and healthy 
atatea. It Is undergoing development to handle the coaplex algorithms 
associated with power rating trips. The basic feasibility of handling 
multi-variable Inputs has already been demonstrated with a simple 
algorithm of the form V " xyz; this requires extensions to the 
self-testing principles employed hitherto for single variable Inputs. 
One interesting aspect of this developaent of ISAT Is the useful level 
of ln-butlt diversity brought about by the need to carry out an 
Inverse computation of the trip algorithm In order to generate test 
atgnals for the current operational state. 

The UKAEA I* participating In ESPRIT and AI.VEY projects pursuing 
longer term research on software reliability topics. In particular we 
are concerned here with assessing reliability from statistical models 
Including complexity, reliability growth (error decay) and Quality 
Assurance factors. 



5.3 Cablea for high teapcrature radiation detectors 

For aany yeara the production and exploitation of high teaperature radiation 
detectors has been Hatted by difficulties In the aanufacture of alneral 
Inaulated cable. However, theae have been overcoae and It Is now routine to 
produce auch cable which, at 550*C, has an lnaulatlon resistance of better 
than 1 0 " " aho.a - 1 aie* no pulae breakdown exceeding 10" " couloaba at UV. 
Recent production Includes aore than 100 lengths of copper/copper/atair.lesa 
steel trlaxlal cable, of vhlch 981 have aet the above performance 
specification. Of a recently examined batch of 27 lengths of the special 
colaalnax cable for current fluctuation channels, 26 have an Insulation 
resistance at 550*C of better than 5 x 1 0 " " aho.a -' whilst six are better 
than 5 x 1 0 ~ 1 2 aho.a - 1. All will work at lkV with no saall-pulse breakdown. 

5.4 Digital techniques applied to neutron flux aeaaureaent 

Instrumentation eaploytng analogue techniques la becoalng Increasingly coatly 
to aanufacture, aet up and aalntatn. Studlea have begun at AEE Wtnfrlth Into 
the potential applications of digital circuit technlquea and alcroprocessors 
In neutron flux reactor control and safety channels. Although there are many 
avenues still to be explored, soae new techniques have been Identified and 
laboratory aodels of the aore crttlcal eleaenta of [-'lue counting and 
wide-range w a n current aeaaureaent channels have been built and tested. 
Results of aeasureaenta on laboratory aodela have demonstrated the abtllty tu 
measure lootsat Ion chaaber aean currents over the range 1 0 " 1 ? to 10" 2 amperes 
with an accuracy and conalstency that are significantly better than can be 
achieved with purely analogue ctrcutts. Methods have alao been demonstrated 
for control! ng the operating paraaeters of pulse counting channels, such as 
channel gain, that are nece'aary for alcroprocessor confol. 

VIEWS ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL AND 
INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES IN SWEDEN 

P.E. BLOMBERG 
Studsvik Energiteknik AB, 
Nykoping, Sweden 

About 50 per cent of the electricity generation in Sweden now 
comes ftoa the tvelve nucleat power plants in operation 
Coaaercial power production bequn dining 1985 in the two 
last nuclear power plants in Sweden. Oskarshaan 3 (1050 MM 
BWR) and Forsaark J (10S0 m Wt) Permission to operate the 
reactors is liaited to the year 2010 when nuclear power shall 
be phased out in Sweden. 

During the last chree years the increase ot electric power 
consumption in Sweden has in average annually been closr to 
10 per cent Soae o! the nucltar power plants have received 
permission to increase their power ratinq by t to 8 per cent 
The application of load follow operation with the BWRs, daily 
and weekends, is erperienced without detrimental fuel 
behaviour. Load follow operation has been extensive with 25 
to 50 load swings of qreater than 10 per cent reactor power, 
per year and reactor Coait down operation is also soaetme-. 
applied. 

The availability of the Swedish designed nuclear reactors 
show an excellent record, recently noticed in public records 

HUMIL fili^ia-itU Usi.ajnijajLntej^ilce anJU£lfisXJ9wer_pJLajit.s., 

A recent report by NKA, the Nordic liason Coaaittee (or 
Atomic Energy, includes a summary of the NKA/LIT-1 project, 
perforaed during the period 1981-1985. The report summarizes 
work on human error influence in test and calibration 
activities in nuclear power plants, reviews problems 
reqarding opt imitation of test intervals, organisation of 
test and Maintenance activities and the analysis of human 
error contribution to the overall risk in test and 
maintenance tasks 



The assumption that the testina itself say increase the risk, 
both because the tested system will be inoperable durinq the 
test and because the test itself may introduce errors, was 
investigated in the project by comparison with actual 
experience of such tests in soae nuclear power stations. 
It was K ind that in the aodel tor calculating optiaua test 
intervals • nuaber of specific factors had to be taken into 
consideration 

Since human errors are liable to occur during Maintenance 
activities, an analytical atteapt was made to identify those 
parts of the process in which the risk tor huaan error is 
highest Reported rrrors in Nordic and American nuclear power 
plants Mere used to develop a search strateqy for finding 
error-prone maintenance tasks. This search strateqy was found 
to be useful both for •valuatinq existinq procedures for test 
and calibration activities, and for desiqninq new ones 

Details of this project part is lound in a report: 

"Assessment of a search strateqy for huaan risk contribution 
in test and calibration work in nuclear power plants,' by 
P-C Sjolin. Studsvik Technical Report NR 8S/2fc 

References to all the LIT final reports: 

t.lT till H f o m i 

11T48M1 Thm human component in the safety of complei 
•yateas. 

HT(8S)2 Human errors in teat and maintenance of 
nuclear power plant* - Nordic project work. 

LIT(85)3 Organization for safety. 

L1TI85M ~*ie design process sod the use of computerized 
tools in control room design. 

LITIBSJ5 Computer aided operation of complex aysiena. 

LIT(BS)b training in oiaqnostic skills for nuclear 
power plants. 

These reports are available at the following 
organizations: 

Technical Hesearch Center of r mUnrl. VTT/IKF 
Vuorimiehentle 5 
s r -omo cspoo is L I T I B S I I % « 
Studavlk Cnerqlteknik An 
S-fcll »? Nykbping LIT(8S)2 
Statons VattenfalIsvcrk 
fack 
S-16? 87 VJ.llln.jhy l , I T ( H i | 3 

Kise Nat iona l Laboratory 
Postboi 49 
DK-4000 Roskilde LITIBSIS (. 6 

Handling charge USD 10,. per report to be forwarded with order. 

*<Jyanced_j[nfotMUon fshnglogy 

The Nordic collaboration within the fraae of NKA sponsorship 
is continued in a new 4 year pioiect, 19BS-1989, aiainq at 
the developaent and the integration of aethods, techniques 
and principles, necessary to establish aore efficient aids 
for the decision aaking in severe situation. The principles 
and techniques for tools and aids in the fora of expert 
systeas, where expert knowledge and other laportant 
information for decisionmaking is stoied in easy accessible 
data bases, should tip made applicable for use in nuclear 
power plants and othpr industrial processes with high deaands 
on silery 
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A number of tasks are identified and projected, and grouped 
in two halt-tine phases. The first phase ails at identifying 
and analysing the typical situation lor decisionaaking and at 
developing tools and nethods, while at the second phase two 
different prototype systems are to be designed, build and 
evaluated. 

E«pand^y use of on-site cpnc< 

Conceptual plant simulators, tailored to the specific nuclear 
plant units, developed and build by STUDSVIK, have been 
installed on-site and used since sore than sis years back. 
The original purpose of these where to enable training of 
operators on basic concepts of plant dynames and operation. 
However, the experience on the use of this type of a 
simulator, the continuous expansion of the simulators by 
adding system models and increasing the degree of detailness. 
the implementation of advanced graphic systems and advancing 
the instructor capabilities have all contributed to a 
substantial expansion of the application of the simulators. 

The continued development of the simulators allow them to 
represent essentially a functionally complete simulation. 
The advanced graphic system permits a transparency of the 
plant system and component functional behavior, not available 
in the actual control room. The exploitation of the added 
capabilities of this tool comprises presently applications 
as pictured in Figure 1 These are: 

Staff training, including other trainee categories than 
just operators, e g . maintenance staff, technicians, etc 

New control room equipment development and testing. 

Validation of new operator support systems, including the 
necessary training of the potential users. 

Process analysis and prediction 

Emergency exercises 

All these employments are in process, but some in wait for 
the finalisation of an ongoing project, linking the plant 
and the simulator computers by a data interface system 

TIG 1, EMPLOYMENT OF THE ON-SITF COMPACT 
SIMULATOR «.T A NUCLFAK POWIR STATION. 



STATUS SUMMARY REPORT ON OPERATING EXPERIENCE 
AND WfcC CONCERNS OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN SPAIN 

R CID.J BLASCO 
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear. 
Madrid. Spain 

1. IMTRPPUCTlOH 

the purpose of t h i s presentat ion i s to provide a summary of the topics 
concerning Instrumentation a Control systeias of Light-water nuclear 
power p lants in Spain. 

The s i t u a t i o n of nuclear power p lants in operat ion are l i s t e d below. 

Commercial 
NPP Type Main contractor Po*»r operat ion date 

JOSE CABRERA PWR West inghouse 160 Mwe 1968 

GARONA BWR General E l e c t r i c 460 Mwe 1971 

VANDELLOS-1 GGR French Supplier 480 Mwe 1972 

ALMARAZ-t PMR West inghouse 930 Nwe 1981 

AlMARAZ-2 PWR Hest inghouse 930 l*we 1983 

ASCO-1 PMR West inghouse 930 Mwe 1983 

ASCO-2 PWR west inghouse 930 Mwe 1986 

COPRKNTBS BWR General E l e c t r i c 975 Mwe 1985 

TOPICS Of CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION DURING OPERATION OP NPP 

Me have two groups ot l i g h t water NPP. The Consejo de Seguridad 
Nuclear performed by the technical reviewers the b a c k f i t t i n g of 
Instrumentation 6 Control and re la ted Systems, c a r r i e d out on the 
oldest group in Spain: Jose Cabrera and Santa Maria de O r o h a . 

The design of second group of NPP i f more recent and have s imi lar pro
blems. 

In the nest section we can see a b r i e f r e l a t i o n of the more important 
topics about the Instrumentation 6 Control Systems an>< the i r agreement 
with the current standards of Nuclear Safety. 

JOSE CABRERA N . P . P . 

Jose Cabrera NPP is a Mestinghouse PMR, that star ted commercial opera
t i o n in 1968. 

This plant had before b a c k f i t t i n g , among o thers , the fol lowing pro
blems: 

a) No enviromental c u a l i f i c a t i o n of e l e c t r i c equipment and i n s t r u 
ments. 

b) Man/Machine Liter face: 

. Design review of Control Room 

. Emergency procedures 

. Safety Parameter Display System 

. Post-accident instrumentation (R.C. 1.97) 

c) In teract ions between Protect ion and Control Systems. 



d) Redundancy de f i c i enc i e s in 

. ECCS 

. Blectr ic System' 

. engineered Safety Features Systems 

e) Physical separation in redundant systems. 

f) No remote control for the safe shutdown panel. 

9> emergency power source (D.G.) . 

h) Reactor t r i p breaker r e l i a b i l i t y problems, 
t Breakers West inq house type « - V » . 

i) Actions to be taken by ATMS events . 

Through backfitt inq some important modifications have been implement
ed, among them: 

a) Partial new post-accident instrumentation system (implementation 20 
parameters). 

b) New equipment to improve redundancy in engineered Safety Features 
Systems: 

. A new tra'n 

. New cabinets for instrumentation 

. New signal for engineered safety features actuation 

c) e l e c t r i c a l systems modif icat ions: 

. The incorporation of new o n - s i t e emergency power sources through 
the ins ta la t ion of a new l ine from Zorita Hydraulic s tat ion and 
the insta lat ion of a new d ie se l generator. 

. The creation of two sepaiate trains of e l e c t r i c a l energy d i s t r i -
but ion. 

. The modification of the d . c . suppl ies , Incorporating a second 
battery and new battery chargers. 

SANTA MARIA PE GAR0W*A H.P.P. 

Santa Maria de Gerofla NPP es a General e l e c t r i c BWR/3 with a Nark I 
containment that started commercial operation in 1971. 

This plant had before backf i t t inq, among others , the following pro
blems: 

a) No enviromental cua l i f i ca t ion of e l e c t r i c equipment and instru
ments . 

b) Man/Mach<ne interface: 

. Design review of Control K>om 

. emergency procedures 

. Safety parameter display system 

. Post-accident instrumentation (R.G. 1.97) 

c) Piiysical separation in redundant systems. 

•i) Actions to be taken by ATMS events . 

Through backfitt ing some important modifications have been Implement
ed, as result of the systematic evaluation Program and performing of a 
Probabi l i s t ic Risk Assessment) 

a) Improvement of Design Control flocm. 



b) Improvement of the instrumentation and procedures for safe shutdown 
outs ide the Control Room. 

c) Automatic detect ion and i so la t ion for disturbances in o f f - s i t e po
tter suppl y. 

d) modifications to e s tab l i sh indepeiidence and redundancy in Electr ic 
and Instrumentation Systems. 

e) Changes in emergency procedures. 

f) Implementation of SPOS and new emergency procedures. 

ALWARA1 AMP ASCO H.P.P. 

Ttiese plants are West inghouse PWR's that started commercial operation 

in I M O ' l . 

The more relevant on-going problems are: 

at No Safety Parameter Display System. 

b) Ins ta l la t ion post-accident instrumentation (R.G. i .97>. 

c) Reactor t r i p breaker r e l i a b i l i t y problems 

. Breakers v*s t ing house type DS-«16 

. Changes in the maintenance and survei l lance program for R.T.B. 

. Implementation of Automatic Actuation of Shunt-trip Attachment. d) Implementation of ATMS and post THI HRC requirements. 

COFREHTES H.P.P. 

This plant is a General Electric BWR ttiat started r-omercial operation 
in 198S. 

The more relevant aspects are: 

a) Has Safety parameter Display System. 

b) Improvement of remote control panel for the safe shutdown by a re
dundant tra in . 

The more relevant items that we are working on: 

a) Design review of Control Room, 

b) New Emergency Procedures to introduce the SPDS. 

c) Post-accident instrumentation. 

d) Requirements Actions for SALEM ATWS events. 

e) Implementation of ATWS and post TMI NRC requirements. 

3. GENERIC SUBJECTS 

We are working in the next generic subjects; 

a) Implications of ATWS. Events, 
(implementation of Generic Letter 83-28). 

b) Han/Machine Interface. 

c) Environment cualification of electric equipment and instruments. 



*. PROPOSAL OH Wm)« ACTIVITIES 

Mp propose for meetings t o be held in the next 3-4 years the subjects: 

a) Pomt-Trtp Review. Data and information capab i l i t y . 

Capability to diagnose t*te causes of unplanned reactor shutdowns 
and later evolution of the event prior to s t a r t : 

. Parameter Monitored 

. Format, for displaying data and information 

. Capability for retention of data and information 

b) Bwiromental cual i f icat ion of equipment Instrumentation a Control. 

. Necessity of a data bank for old equipment 

. Preventive maintenance and survei l lance program for equipment 

RECENT MOVEMENTS AND SOME TOPICS 
ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION IN JAPAN 
FROM 1984 TO 1986 

N. WAKAYAMA 
Reactor Instrumentation Laboratory, 
Department of Reactor Engineering, 
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, 
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun. 
lbaruki-ken, Japan 

1. Introduction 

In 198r> thirty-throe nuclear power plants supplied tin' 
electric power of 14.1,893 GWh which correspond!; to about j ' , * of 
total electricity generated in Japan in the same year and the 
total electric qeneratinq capacity of the nuclear power plant;. 
reached i4,686 MWe . The reliability of these nuclear powi. r 
plants was also remarkably improved and the average capacity 
factor of these ii power plants in 19Rr> resistered 74. / > . A' ' i, 
periodic inspection of each nuclear power plant is carrion o-.t 
for a period of about three months every year in Japan aloni t. i • ! 
the regulations, the annual aver^gi:' capacity factor o! tti> i •!•!• i 
of 75* is seemed to be a niuximum fiqure that can bo iichicvm 
practically. Average rate of failure occurences in Nl'l1 is 
decreasing steady every year and was 0.6 times per plant-;,, ai i: 
1984. 

In addition to these existing power plants, 5 B'.v'Ks I r , ̂  0 
MWe in fatal), 5 PWRs (4,680 MWe in total) and one FBH I^BOMiw > 
are under construction and the constructions of 3 BWRs ( 3CVrj hiv 
in total) and 3 PWKs (32rj0 MWe total) have been authorized b\ ':i. 
Electric Power Resources Development Coordination Council. 

Development programme of the Advanced LWR (A-BWR and A-l'Wh1 

reached a final phase and established new standard models of l.K! 
which is remarkably improved in the reliafity, safety, 
operability, availability, reduction of plant worker radiation 
dosage and reduction of construction cost. 



Construction period of NPPs was also shortened e.q. 
Fukushima 11-3, 1100 MKe BWR. came online within 55 months and 
Sendai-2. 890 MWe PWH. r>A months. 

In the field of development of LMFBR plants, the 
construction of the prototype FBR "MONJU" (280 MWe) began on 
October 1985. 

Design of the Demonstration Advanced Thermal Reactor I ATR I 
(60 0 MWe) is continued. 

In order to promote use rt nuclear heat in non-electric 
field which hold considerable "hare in total energy demmand in 
Japan, Research and development for construction of the 
Experimental Very High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor (EVHTR) 
have been continued since 1969 alone? the long-term Nuclear 

Enerqy Development Programme. 

A Feasib - 1ity study of high-conversion LWR also began. 

Under such backaround in Japan, extensive works have been 
carried out also in the field of the nuclear plant control and 
instrumentation, and many fruitful results have been obtained. 
This paper aims to introduce such progress and topics obtained 
since !«84 in this field in Japan. 

2 Sensors. Instruments and Methods for I t C of NPP. 

In the field of Nuclear Instrumentation System, U-234 
breeding long life In-core fission chambers have been developed 
and widely used in the commarcial BWRs and an ATR as the fixed 
ir,-core flux monitoring chamber s ( \ )-( 4 ) . 

A long-life BFJ counter operating up to 200»C stably was 
also developed for the PWR start-up channels and the PAM sensors 
for the low level neutron flux monitoring(5). 

Special boron-lined ionization chambers compri2ing four or 
eight sub-chambers were trially manufactured and installed by tin 
pressare vessel of a PWR as well as ordinary LICs of PWRs for a 
performance test. As a result of the flux distribution 
measurement using the chambers, it was reported that the axi.il 
power distributions measured with these special chambers were in 
ouwi agreement with that with in-core TIPs.16) 

High-temperature lission counter-chambers developed for the 
wide range monitoring of M S for FBks, HTRs and VHTR have been 

tested ir> an accelerated neutroi irradiation condition of .i 
materia] testing leactor JMTR for C.5 x 10 1 8 ncm', at 600'C, nil 
the I.I realtor nil time operatinq condition at fcOO'C for 
approximately 3 . 5 years. Thest* were also tested in a simulate.! 
PAM condition between 700 "C and BOO'C for 500 hours(l>(2). 
High-temperature CICs developed ate now in long-term irradiation 
test for 4 years! 11121(7). 

A wide range nutron monitoring system for the BWR used with 
long life in-core FC have been developed for N1S of BWRs (21(f). 

In the field of process instruments and measurement oi 
detection techniques, a TZM-sheathed Platinum- Molibdenum nil' . 
thermocouples IPt-5*Mo. I't-0.1»Mo) have been developed for jn-cig. 
temperature distribution monitoring of the V11TH and now it 1 •• 
under an accelerated irradiation life test in the JMTR at 
temperatures between 900 CC and 1400'C(9). The shunting erroi (' i 
the thermocouples inserted into VHTR core trough a 
high-temperature region have been evaluated by both the 
calculations and experIm<nt(10). 

On power determination method of the response time 
monitoring sensors by means of noise analysis was studied! 11 I 
and the measurement error in the mesurement of a 
surface temperature of film boiling fuel pins with 
thermocauples()2) was also evaluated. 

As for in-vesse) water level guage, the B1COTH type 
Wl,Gs(13)ll4) reached a stage of actual application and it was 
installed in the pressure vessel of Dodewaad BWR pow i plant in 
Netherlands and is used foi the determination of water lev] t: 
the reactor vessel. 

Development of sodium instruments for the monitoring f I < v> 
rate, level and temperature have almost finished I 1 r>) I 16 ) I 1 ' ) . 

Measurements of void ratio and void distributions in the > •*-. 
phase flow of water in primary coolant duct and fuel bundle U M M 
X-ray CT (1RM14), trial fablication and tests of an oxigen 
concentration meter for a h i gh-tempera ture primary coolant writ, i 
(201(21) and development of ultra-sonic holographic imagini 
techniques (22)123) hav been reported and good results ha1'. |,. .;, 
obtained, respective1y. 

As a future' transmission line of the instrumentation and 
control syst'i'"- for Nil', the extensive works have i.e. r, made . ( ] - . 
in t he field of f i be! optics, e.g., I ad 1 a t1 on res 1stlng o| ' I <• 
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fiber cables have been developed, of which transmission loss of 
lmht of 1 . 3un of wave length is less than 20 db km for the 
qamma-ray dose of 1.5 x 10" Rad (24)-(29). 

Fuel failure detection systems for the coated particle fuels 
for HTHs and FBR fuel, and fission product instruments and 
methods in the primary coolant are being studied (40)-(42). 

3. Anoaialy Detection and Plant Diaqnosais 

In the field of FBR, feasibility studies of a sodium boiling 
detection by acoustic method (43), local core anomoly detection 
by use of tempereture and flow fluctuations 144) and a diagnostic 
system for the primary system (45) have been carried out and weri 
made clear that theses can be used under certain conditions, 
respectlvely. 

In the area of LWR diagnosis by acoustic noise, various 
kinds of studies and experiment such as measurements of acoustic 
noise and impact sound on BWR, a patern recognization of impact 
sound on pressure vessel and loose parts monitors were carrnd 
out (46)-(49). and, e.g., it was shown that tho acoustic 
background noise can be rejected with a filter and the impact of 
0.2J can be detected with a signa1-to-noise latio of 5 at a 
position of 6m far from the inpact point. 

Various kincis of fundermental methods of diagnosis were also 
investigated and proposed (50)-(59). 

4. Operator Support System and Control Hoom 

A development programme of a computerized operater support 
system in Japan since 1980 was aimed to improve plant safety ami 
availability by the extensive improvement of man-machine 
interface (MMI) and the automation level of the future NTP (60). 

Although there were some differences or features in the relating 
organizations in the developments, main objects were using a 
computer technology; 
1) To detect anomaly in the NPP and to identify the couse, 
2) To predict the development of the anomalous state until an 
apporopreate countermeasures, 
3) To display correct plant informations to the operating crew as 
a form of easy understanding, 
4) To qive operator a guidance necessary to deal with the plant 
anomalous conditions. 

5) To improve the automation l"vel of the plant, and 
6) Verification and validation of the developed nss using the 
mock-up and simulators. 

This programme, therefore, included developments of various kind 
of diaanostic systems, disturbance analysis and sui v<i I 1 ant . 
systems, man-machine interface including alarm suppression s\'t-r 
and operator tiuide as the subsystem?;. 

This programme have finished last year and various results 
are reported. References (61) to (70 1 shows an breef report'- en 
operator support systems and these methods, references (74' to 
(83) deals with evaluations of OSS for PWRs and simulators f't 
validation and references (84) to (RH) are related to eva 1 uat i <.;.• 
of OSS for BWRs. 

The results of this programme will be applied to the contrei 
room design of the 3rd generation of advc iced LWRs. 

In the Fukushima II site, NPP/Unit-3 havir.g an advanced control 
room of the 2nd generation and llOOMWw is in commercial opriatini. 
and Unit-4 becomes in operation in the next year. In the Tsuririi 
Site, Tsuruga Unit-, (of latest PWR, 1160 MWe ) was completed ,ISI 
is now under commissioning test (89). The prototype operator 
support system developed in the development programme of ess will 
be connected with the plant and used actually. 

5. Control and Plant Operations 

Improvement of Feed water control system for BWR ('t(i), 
on-line Tuning system of BWR plant control systems (911(92), 
application of Fuzzy control concept to the BWR recirculation 
flow control system ("t) etc. were also studied and fruitful 
results were obtained. 

Improvement of automation level of the NPP (94) (" rj ) , anil a 
Power Change Maneuvering Method for BWR (96) have been studied. 
Core desiqn and Operating strategics of the BWR are also studied 
for daily load following between 100* and 50* of rated potter ar.rf 
showed that the operation is safely possible within the 
recommanded fuel ratings (97)-(101). Control Methods havt also 
investigated for the rapid load-following operations 
( 10 2 ) - ( 10 4 ) . 



ft. Training Simulators 

New training simulators have been provided in BWR and PWR 
training centres corresponding advanced BWRs and PWRs having the 
2nd generartion advanced control rooms '105)(106)(108). These 
are simulations of Fukushima-II Unit-3/4 and Takahama Unit-3, 
respectively. 
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ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT IN ITALY 

M. Dl BARTOLOMEO 
Comitate Nazionale per la Ricerca e per \o Sviluppo dell'Energia 
Nucleare e delle Energie Alternative (ENEA), 
Rome, Italy 

WAIN DEVELOPMENTS IN THE NUCLEAR POWER SHCTOR 

Italy";: nuclear power production in 1984 a-nomunted to 6.1? billion kW'n, 

up 19 percent over the S.B billion kWh produced the previous year. This 

rise was due essentially to the contribution of the power station at 

Trino Vereellese. Put back into service in 1983 after a shutdown that 

had lasting some four years, the plant operated at full capacity in 

1984. Turning to nuclear power stations under construction or planned, 

the situation is as follows. 

Nontalto dl Castro (two 1000 MWe BWR units): Construction is 

poceeding, with the consensus of both local government and 

population. 

Piedmont (two 100O NWe PWR units): The siting procedure was completed 

in Janary 19flS, with the selection of the sitr of Trino Vercellese, 

designated as "Po-l", near the site of the existing nuclear power 

s^tion. The first stages of construction are initiated. The award of 

supply contract to Ansaldo for the nuclear island has been assigned. 

lomfciritj (two lOOO MWe PWR units): ENEL concluded its inspection of 

two proponed sites (San Benedetto Po and Viadana) in K^rch 1985, 

ENEA, as the regulatory authority, is now examining the ENEL's report 

and the review should be completed soor. The siting procedure is 

scheduled to be completed by the end of the year. 

. Apulia (two 1000 MWe PWR units): Local opposition, has kept the 

siting procedure from going ahead as scheduled. In particular, ENFI. 

is still having trouble in carrying out its survey of the technical 

features of the two possible sites designated in October 1984 by the 

Interministerlal Commitee fcr Economic Planning. The worki. « 

hypothesis is that the construction site for the station c m finally 

be selected by the end of 19B6. 

Other stations: The Interministerial Committee for Economic Planning 

is expected to indicate at least two more Regions in which 

authori zation procedures for the construction of two new 2000 M W 

stations can be initiated. 

As concerns the scheduled start-up of operations of the nuclear power 

stations now under construction or planned in Italy, an opportunity to 

review the situation is offered by the approval by the Parliament, of 

the state of implementation of the National Energy Plan passed in 19B1. 

This revieo show? that time remain valid and must be pursued with the 

utmost determination, even though despite the fact that at least in the 

short term *he world f>n"r%y situation gives no indication of impending 

thrnt to suprlies. 

THE ROLE OF ENEA IN THE ITALIAN NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROGRAM 

ENEA has assigned a twofold role in connecton with the Implementation of 

the National Energy Plan, with particular reference to nuclear power 

plants. On on<? hand, EUEA, as the body responsible for the safety of 

nuclear plants, has the task of establishing the procedures and term for 

the j?rantir;g of licenses for realization of these plants and of 

verifying thnir correct apr>l i ration, On thr other, ENEA han been charged 



with carrying out an Industrial Promotion Program, understood as an 

instrument to promote and ecourage industrial activity in he sector of 

nuclear energy. 

In connection with this second duty, in particular, ENEA has been called 

on to act to promote industry by stressing the following aspects: 

- to achieve increasingly reliable and safe operating conditions in the 
nuclear plants; 

- to enable Italian system designers to master licensing technologies 

and to aid in the rapid transfer of these technologies to the 

prv>avjrtion sector; 

- to progressively curtail the time required to build and to perform the 

commissioning of nuclear power plants; 

- to increase and to extend the competitivity of Italian industry on 

international markets, as wel!. 

ACTIVITIES IH THE FIELD OF INSTRUMENTATION AMD CONTROL 

The activities carried out regard systems and components of tne 
instrumentation used in the supervision, measurement, regulation, 

control and protection of nuclear power plants. 

With reference to Montalto plant, a 2000 MWe BWR nuclear power plant, 

several products have been developped and qualified. 
In particular in the area of radiation monitoring systems air-water 

samplers and analogic rateometers have been developped and qualified in 
cooperation with an italian industry - SEPA. Moreover a large program on 

environmental seismic qualification has been performed on components to 

be applied to this nuclear plant. Jurt for mention: motors for the 

enrrgenry cooling Systems, actualors nr.tj valves, tield instrumentation, 

instruments ion cabinets, thermoelements to measure temperatures inside 

the core and heat inn coils. 
Another important activity concerns the development of an Integrated 
supervision system for the Mont.alto plant carried out in cooperation 
with Ansaldo tmpianti. 

Referring to the PWR Nuclear Power Plant the main projects in the field 
of instrumentation and control are: 

- A microprocessors bised protection and control System 

- An engineering simulator. 

MICROPROCESSORS BASED PROTECTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM 

GENERALITIES 

- To provide advanced technology for I * C Systems is challenge that a 

nuclear power riant supplier must undertake today in order to reach 

the sophisticated level of supervision and control that are requested. 

- Ansaldo proposed advanced microprocessor Systems for protection and 
control for the italjan PWR's Program. 

- The effort requested to develop such systems was such th&t the 

cooperation of different parties (engineering and manufacturing) was 

requested and the need to coordinate the effoit within a strategy 

f i riFil i z.̂ ted ti n mnrlct beyond the specific application was necessary. 



The interest of ENEA and Industry in that view allowed to promote the 

integration of past experience with this program finalized to the 

acquisition of this technology, at a level of coordination that made 

the program affordable both from an economical and technical point of 

view. 

TPS/ICS FUNCTIONS 

- Integrated Protection System 

. Reactor trio 

. Emergency safeguard features actuation 

- Integrated Control System 

. Power control 

. Pressuriier control 

. Feedwater control 

. Steam dump control 

DESIGN GOALS 

- High Reability 

. Functional diversity 

. Redundancy 

. 1ndependence 

. Fail safe 

. Testability 

- Improved Plant Availability 

. By-pass for test and maintenance 

. redundancy in component actuation logic 

. automatic test 

• En'ire system status communicated to plant computer 

- Advanced T"chn<ilop.y 

. Microprocessor instrument channels 

. Multiplexing with fiber optics 

. High reliability dynamic logic 

. Flexibility for modification 

- Easier Maintenance 

. Automatic test replaced periodic tests 
, Self diagnostics locate faults quickly 

. Modular replacement for rapid repair 

. Built-in "trouble-shooting" equipment 

. Entire system status communicated to plant computer 
, Fault tolerant design reduces sensitivity to maintenance errors 

. Calibration in "natural" engineering units 

- Easier Installation 

. Distributed architecture reduces connection length 

. Multiplexing reduces conductor count in congested areas 

. Uniform cabinetry simplifies layout 

. Total system design integration yelds fewer interfaces problems 

. Automatic test system assists In system start-up 

- High Quality of Design 

. InHependent verification of hardware and software throughout 

design process 

. System validation by transient simulation 

. Use of computer aided engineering for Interposing logic design. 



3| MAJOR DEVELOPMENT STEPS 

- Joint Program Between Vestinghouse and Italian Parties 

. System design 

. Prototype manufacturing and testing 

. Italian nartecipation for about 300 nan/months 

. Significant activities in the system design and software 

verification areas carried out in Italy 

- Italian Prototypes Manufacturing 

. Finalizatlon to the PWR-PUN project 

. Surveillance by safety hority 

- System Qualification 
. Extensive testing program to qualify the systems against normal, 
abnormal and extreme environment 

- System operational test 

. Extensive functional tests with the use of a plant simulator 

- System reliability assessment 

ENGINEERING SIMULATOR 

The nuclear power plant simulators, that originally were developed 

only for operator training, are now assuming a more important role in 

the design and management of nuclear power plant, due to the cost 

reduction and the performance improvement for the computer systems. 

I 

II- is now possible to simulate in real time the plant systems in a 

more detailed and sophisticated way and this l»ads to the development 

of a new tool: the Engineering Simulator. 

The Engineering Simulator is a compact tool and is composed of: 

the computer system, where the plant models and the graphic 
software are run 

- a simulator console that, by using CRT's and the new tecnlques of 

man-machine interface, gives and efficient way to check the plant 

status and to provide all the operator actions needed. In 

particular, the adoption of such way to represent the control room 

makes the Entineering Simulator verxntility very hlghn I.e. the 

same hardware can be used for the simulation of different nuclear 

power plsnts. 

RNEA, that is involved through the Industrial Promotion Program in 

the design of the Italian nuclear tower plant PWR-PUN, has decided 

that the adoption of an Engineering Simulator is of great 

importance for: 

- definition and verification of operational and emergenry 

procedures 

aetpoint study study for protection and control system 

- accident analysis with a particular emphasis, for all the 

accident induced by the Special External Events 

- test of plint instrumentation (the PKR-PUN will adopt a new 

concept of Hie protection an control system baited on 



man-machine interface study to improve the control room desirn. 

All these objectives can be achieved only if a tool, like the 

Engineering Simulator, is available in an early stage of the plant 

desipn. Of course there Is a price to pay in the sense that the 

plant design information Is not completely defined. 

Therefore, based on the previous consideration, ENEA has decided to 

buy fron Westinghouse an Engineering Simulator of a plant similar to 

the one of PWR-PUN and at the same time, to acquire the necessary 

know-how to personalise the simulator to the Italian plant. 

To this end people of ENEA and ANSALDO (the Italian Society 

responsible for NSSS) have been sent to Westinghouse and have been 

involved in alt the activities performed to realize the Engineering 

Si-nulator. Among the others such activities are: 

. Implementation of the advanced models for Reactor Core, Reactor 

Coolant System, Steam Generators that bring the performances of 

thr Simulator near the ones of off-line codes 

. i-ipleiientatinn of the graphic software 

•ip1-itin<» of the system software 

. sr.ei-ifii-r>'.ion of the differences between the simulator reference 

plint (Waanshan) and PWB-PUN 

. simulator testing 

All thes» activities have been completed and the ENEA Engineering 

Sinula'or now is on the point of beinn installed in Casaccia Center 

this wi 1 ! happen in the n**xt month of April, 

After that, the activity of Engineering Simulator personalization to 
PWR-PUN will be «tarted and will involve personnel of ENEA, ANSALDO 

and ENEL (Italian Utility), 

Such activity will be performed by looking also to Quality Assurance 

criteria, as the Italian Engineering Simulator will have a relevant 

role for the acceptance of the IPCS that is a vital system in the 

plant. 

II ic n'=>r,iied that the personalization activity will be completed in 

the 19S8. 

I 



» INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL FOR 
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN HUNGARY 
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Budapest, Hungary 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS 

The nuclear power era In Hunqary started In August of 
1983 when the first unit of the PAKS nuclear power plant 
has been put into operation. At the present time two 
440 MM units are operated. The third and fourth one are 
planned for this and the following year. Recently, it was 
decided that another four units of identical type will be 
installed at the same place during the next decade. This 
decision is based on the very good availability of the 
MMER-440 type reactors found at Paks. 

Some parts of their instrumentation and control 
equipment are provided by Hungarian suppliers as a result 
of coordinated research and development. First of all the 
in-core information system, the block computer system, 
technological process monitoring equipment /e.j. pressure, 
level sensors/ should be mentioned. Additional elements to 
the original lntrumentation and control equipment are also 
given by Hungarian research and develooment workshops. In 
this respect the environment radiation monitoring system, 
new instruments as the correlation flow meter, surveillance 
systems /reactor and vibration diagnostics, etc./, and the 
training simulator should be mentioned. 

REACTOR RECONSTRUCTION 

In the next two years, the research reactor of the 
KFKI /Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest/ 
will be reconstructed, after more than 25 years' service. 
This research facility has a twofold importance: beside 
being a research tool,It can be used as a testing faclli'v 
for systems to be applied at nuclear power plants. At the 
reconstruction nominal oower will be elevated to 20 MW and 
every component important for safety will be replaced. The 
old reactor control and dosimetry system will be replaced 
by own-developed Hungarian products. 

The reactor will be protected by a new safety system, 
named COMPRESS, developed at the KFKI, and being actually 
under test. In this system five microprocessors cooperate: 
three of them are the decision-making elements. 

COMPUTERIZED NPP DISTURBANCr ANALYSIS 

The Hungarian nuclear power plant construction work 
is accompanied by a coordinated research and development 
program. In 1<*B1, a five years' national R/D program was 
started on nuclear power plant safety problems /OKKFT, No. 
A 11/. Within this R/D activity,several aspects of 
nuclear safety were studied and a oart of the program was 
devoted to the development of methods for computerized NPP 
disturbance analysis. Since 1194, the original R/D urogram 
has been extended by the probabilistic risk assessment of 
nuclear power plants in Hungary. 

At the institutes VEIKI /Institute for Electrical 
Power Research, Budapest/ and KFKI a joint program on 
develooment of an automated off-line, post-mortem analysis 



system has been carried out. Within the PANDA code /Post 
lortern Analysis of Disturbances/ the following moduls have 
been developed: 

- subroutines for system fault tree generation 
- cause search modul 
- interactive display modul. 

Discrete modelling of NPP equipment has also been 
carried out in order to set up component failure and 
reliability library. 

Operator support system studies have also been 
commenced. The safety parameter display system is planned 
for PARS Unit III and Unit IV. According to these plans a 
two level system is to be realised. When a safety function 
has a tendency for out-of-range. It Is shown by the safety 
display. It the operator selects the corresponding 
parameter- group for the display, the time-functions of 
these parameters can be shown. 

NPP DIAGNOSTICS 

Both operating units of the PAKS NPP are provided 
with a vibration and a neutron noise diagnostic system. 

The vibration diagnostic system covers both the 
primary and secondary circuit equipment - as presented in 
details in the previous NPPCI report. The system has been 
developed and applied by VEIKI. Data acquisition and 
processing Is carried out by the system named ARGUS. 

Regular vibration measurements and data archivation 
have been performed from August 1983 /Unit 1/ and August 
1<»84 /Unit 11/. Similar systems ar- under construction for 

33 the third and four units also. 

Spectral characteristics of neutron noise signals from 
in-coro SPND-s and ionization chambers belonging to the 
standard instrumentation are regularly measured by the 
neutron noise diagnostic system developed by KFKI, 
Budapest, The signals for analysis are the following: 

Unit 1 : 7 in-core SPNC-s 
5 ionization chambers 
2 pressure sensors 

Unit 2 : 21 in/core SPND-s 
9 ionization chambers 
1 oressure sensor 
2 thermocouples 

Measurements are oerformed at shut-down and start-up as 
well as in regular time periods. For the third and fourth 
unit, the system will be able to process each of the 36 x 7 
SPND signals. 

NPP COMPUTER SYSTEMS 

The installation of the VERONA /WeR ON-line Analysis/ 
in-core Information system was completed last year in Paks 
Nuclear Power Plant. The first version of this system has 
been operating at both Unit I. and Ii. since the end of 
1984. The basic role of the system is to analyse and 
interpret the in-core measurements and that of the primary 
cooling looos. About 700 analogue and 300 digital variables 
are evaluated every 15 seconds. From the measurement and 
from precalculated neutron distributions the spatial power 
distribution of the core is reconstructed and presented on 
colour display units in the control room. The system runs 
on a TPA-1148 type computer. 

At present the development of the block computer 
system for Unit TIT. of Paks Nuclear Power Plant is in 
progress . This system measures the whole technology of the 



«| Unit and provides lnfornation on the operation of the plant 
in the control room. The system is to be completed in the 
second half of this year. 

NEW MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

One of the fields where new Instrumentation has been 
introduced during the last years, is non-destructive testing 
technology of nuclear structures and materials. Testing by 
analysis of acoustic emission has also been Introduced In 
Hungary. Materials and models of primary circuit components 
have been Investigated by this technology. Measuring devices 
/a 32-channel mobile laboratory and a portable, versatile 
a.e. Instrument named PEFECTOPHONE/ have been developed In 
the KFKI. The latter one is available on the International 
instument market. 

The correlation-type, contact-free coolant flowmeter 
registered as CDR-R-FLOM and developed in the KFKI, is 
successfully applied at the primary loops of both Unit I 
and Unit II of the Paks NPP. The 6-channel device Is based 
on determination of the coolant transit time between two 
gamma-sensitive detectors sensing N-16 activity fluctua
tions, identical Instruments will be applied at the primary 
circuit of the next NPP units at Paks. The device is 
available also with different sensors /ultrasonics, capaci-
tive, thermocouples, etc. 

FULL-SCALE NPP SIMULATOR 

A full-scale simulator of NHER-440 nuclear power 
plant units is now under development. The training simula
tor will be realized as a result of an international 

cooperation: the overwhelming part of the control room 
equipment is delivered by the Soviet Union, simulator 
hardware and software is given by Hunqary. 

At present the Technical Design is comolete and the 
realization work is in progress. This simulator, together 
with a training centre both for domestic and foreign 
courses will be ready in 14R8. Parallel to the Full-scale 
Simulator the development of i Principle Training Simulator 
for PWR Nuclear Power Plants also started two years ago. 
This development is connected to the Coordinated Research 
Program on Training Simulators of the Agency. 
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1. Computerized Operator Support i'yslem 

In several countries Computer lied Operator Support Systems have been developed 
t" help the operator during normal and abnormal plant operation. One of the main 
tasks of such syatwua ia the support of safe load-foil owing operation f<r normal 
plant conditions anJ the disturbance analysis for abnortml condltinns respectively 

The use of high performance core monitoring systems on the basis of SPM's will 
he a necessary proposition for assisting the operator during load-foil owing 
oporation. 

The mathematical background of load-following has been studied for some years, 
tioneral ly, the solution procedures are of implicit nature and require the use 
of numerical tools with difficulties in handling high dimensional processor.. 

An alternative procedure has been proposed for the solution of the load-fnI lowing 
problem using inverse systems / 1_7. This enables to control dynamic processes 
in an explicit way without using goal seeking methods. The computation of 4nverne 
systems can be realised otf"-line and the on-line computation amount and on-line 
n»orage capacity are very small. 

The problem arising by the application of inverse concepts is the assumed 
linearity of the process model. It seems to be valuable to compare this approach 
with other methods solving the load-following control problem. 

Because of the high scale and degree of sophistication of nuclear power plants, 
•~<>mru*crir.ed disturbance analysis systems are necessary anil have been developed. 

I 

In the case of emergencies, the operator staff is faced with a problem, which 
may be described as "too mich data but not enough information". Conventional 
surveillance system may be fail in those situations. Therefore, the meth'vjs rf 
artificial intelligence must be Integrated int., disturbance analysis system:!. 
As an attempt In thiB direction the disturbance analysis system liAAP-P can be 
considered / l'_7. This system is in development for the surveillance of the 
Roasendorfer Porschungsreaktor. Several methods of artificial intelligence are 
included into the procedures for monitoring of processes, interpretation of 
process data, diagni/.iis of faults and planning of recovery actions. 

;'. Investigations by means of prompt self powered detertors 

For almost 10 years Hh-SPD'r. have been used an in core sensors for supervision 
of power density distribution in WWKR 'I'IO units of the NIT Ureifswald / 1 /. 
Heactor dynamic perturbation measurements were al3o carried out by using Rh 
I'.l'D'r. / <• /. 

In 1'lH? a pro^r^imme for the invest tgat inn of the behaviour of prompt liPH's with 
Co-emitter and Pt-emitter in WWKR reactors has been ntarted. 

The fu] lowing special tasks should be solved / '> /: 

measurement of reactor » ray field and local neutron flux/,-ray distribution 

study of space-dependent dynamic processes inside the core. 

For application in the (Ireifswald NPP and in the Hheinsberg NPP special lances 
have been developed which contain < Co "PC's and 2 Pt-SPD's. With the lances the 
spacetime behaviour of core parameters has been studied / b 7, including the 
measurement of axial distribution of ray and neutron flux density, reactor 
dynamic perturbation measurements for the on power determination if the differed 
tial reactivity weigh! of moved control rods and shut-down experiments after 
full power and reduced power operation, 

The invest igat ions carried nut. have demonstrated th.i» prompt Co 3P0 and Pt- \\Y\> 

are a 'luilified tool in measure (he !'.|i,ice time behaviour of ncul rnn flux. 

I 



31 By "sin* these detectors the accuracy of reactor dynamic perturbation measure 
ments can be considerably improved in comparison to the use of Rh-SPP's. 
Experimental aata of neutron flux variations after reactor shut-down have been 

used for the verification of reactor dynamic computer codes. 

3. Experimental fuel assembly 

The investigations by means of experimental fuel assemblies (BFA) in the 
Rheinsberg HPP have been concluded. The BFA is an original fuel assembly of 
WtlBR 4*0 type with an additional instrumentation (thermocouples, SPND's, prea-
sure detectors) and a throttle at the coolant input allowing a controlled 
reduction of coolant flow trough the fuel assembly / ? , 8 7. 

The research programmes which has been realised commonly by several institution:; 
of four CNEA member countries (Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, GDR) h.'t<i 
been started a few years ago with the following main aims 

to study various kinds of billing in pressurised water reactors and to 
develop* diagnostic methods for boiling supervision and 

to verify thermohydraul ic codes and if occasion arises to improve the coder.. 

L̂ ince 19B0 three BFA's have been -nserted into the Rheinsberg reactor. Du-ing 
.in effective operation time of 800 days 126 experiments have been made without 
..ny perturbation of electricity generation. 

Some results con cerning the thermohydraulic of the primary coolant loop are 
already used at the VWER-<t<>0 units oT the Greifswild NPP. 

Concerning boiling diagnosis the following results could be obtained / 9, 10 /: 

- verification of axial dependence oT coolant temperature noise signals at onp 
and two-phase flow 

• contributions to the verification of the well-known local global model by 
investigation of the axial bubble motion 

- verification of a new noise source characterizing the JOC.TI coolant boiling. 

This noise source rcoultr, from low frequency fluctuations of integral vapour 
content in the local boiling region canned by fluotuationn of reactor parameters 
as for example inlet temperature, coolant flow, reactor power. The effect can 
be used as hasin for boiling surveillance at HWER-1000 cores. 

I*. Loose part detection 

The detection of loose parts in the primary coolant in an important, safety 
task on HPP's. In the frame of'the noise diagnostic system RA3-11 which has 
worked since 1979 at the units 3 and U at Greifswald NPP results have been 
obtained also on the problem of loose part detection / 11 7. Piecoelectrtc 
acceleration detectors and charge preamplifiers have been developed and success 
fully tested. 

Now the development of an industrial computerized loose part monitor has be.MI 
started. There are two operation kinds which will be investigated in more 
detail: 

- a fast supervision of the 1n channels with a reaction time smaller than M) ms 

a detailed supervision of one channel by statistical methods. 

It is foreseen to integrate into the monitor such tasks as 

data recording 

- alarm signalisat Ion 

dialog operation 

- inherent test of measuring lines and devices. 

By the first version of the loose part monitor tested at the Gretfswald NPI' the 
detection of parts with a minimal weight nf 100 g is possible. 

The Industrial production <>f the monitor will be^in in the next ye.ir. 
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EXPERIENCE FRANÇAIS DANS L'UTILISATION 
DES SYSTEMES PROGRAMMES POUR LA CONDUITE 
ET LA PROTECTION DES REACTEURS NUCLEAIRES 
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Département d'électronique et d'instrumentation nucléaire, 
CEA, Centre <f études nucléaires de Saclay. 
Gif-sur-Yvette. France 

i . - maa—.Tiow 

I l eat l i i M i M M H t , aproo la reunion de apectellatea « i l i ' n t tenue a S«. 
CllIV laa 2» at 1» noveabre 19e» at qui « ta i t conaacreo a l 'u t i l iaa t ion d n teeh-
Mqus* Baoqroanee* * m laa systfeaos iaportenta pour la afiret*, de faire un pre-
aiar bi lan. Cn ar re t , » cette époque, PAtOZl 1 venait d'etre coupla* au reaeau at 
on » avait pas pu, a catta reunion, fa l ta part de l'evparience acquise daña 
l 'wt l l iaat ion da caá techntqjee pour la conduita at la protact ion daa rdaeteura a 
oau «MP mésalo» (RCP). A ca jour, cinq trancha* nucléaire* 130B NaT ont e t * 
ceupMaa au rosea* at an Liwamiui a avoir daa reoultata d'exploitâtion aiynif iea-
t i f s . Dana catta nata, an presentera un bilan du ronctionnaaant da dru* ayataaas 
laportanta pour la soretd « la ayat ana da protact ion intaqra nweSrlque (SPIN) at 
la ayate** da contraía tonique (CONIROBLOC). Ca M ían aat astralt du compte-rendu 
d'une reunion orqenlaoe a PMIS, la 11 deceebr* 1 9 » , par la Société r?encaiee 
d'Cnerqi* Ducleolr* (STCN) ( • ) . 

* • - « CfOTaaU-gMWHDt PES Kf> HOB 

l a cant option du ayate** da control» tuaneiiu* daa RtP 1300 n'aat paa trfc* 
différant» *e c a l l * daa REP 900 * laa chanfaaanta laa plu* iaportanta viannant da 
l'introduction ooaaiva das aajuipaaanta progrès*** dan* 1* ayateaa da protact ion 
at dan* la ayataaa da controlo logique. Ca* technique* nouvellea ont au un iopect 
aur la atructura du cent ro l l ta— anna dan* deux dansinss i 

- —yana da caanunicationa antra laa operetaura at la pracaaaua, 

- lialaona antro autanata* at liaisons antra autonataa at * * 1 1 * da coaaande. 

Coa tvehniquee ant, on outra, parala d'affactuor daa treiteaenta d'inforoe-
tiona plua coaplesea eaana las calcula sa «araa d» sscurlM ou lo traitaaant das 
elsrewa. 

l ' Introduction da logic ie l * daña laa natariela a iapoae daa contraint «a 
nauvollos pour la quollficetion da* oyats*** iaportanta pour la «Orate, notoaaent 
1 * "isa an placa da procédure* d'aaauranca quelite trea «avara*. 

(* ) "Cnoalanaaanta t i ro * o* la nia* an aarvica daa tranchas nucléaires du 
pal iar 1300 Mat a aau aoua preaaion" - srCN - 11 deceebre 19tJ, PARIS. 

Tout eacl a «ta eapoad dan* da noobrauaaa ptiblieat iona at 
da la reunion da apeciollatea MCA da SACLAV, dijo e l toe ci-dessus. 

On rappollara capandant la structura du contraía cu—anua da* *T» iwo , da 
façon fe situar las quatro system* principeu* ( f i o . 1, f i a . J) t 

- la ayataaa da protact ion integro nuaerique (SPIN) qui aaaura lee fonctlona 
d'arrêt d'urgence at d ' in i t ia t ion da* action* da sauvaqard*, 

- 1« syatsna da controle logique (CONTPOBIOC) „„( sffactua laa euteaatiaaaa 
da narche-erret, Is protection at Is survaillanca ass actlonnsura, 

- Is systfcaa ds controle analogique (system d» régulation), 

- le traitaaant conplemntair* dee Infermtione (TCI) qui assure I'esaimtiel 
da 1'inter race antra las opérateur* at Is procaasu* an conduit* nornsl* ou ocei-
dentelle (panneau da aOretd). 

Dons i * « l i ts dt catta note, on presenters Is* reouttsta d'espialtation daa 
daua praatiara ayataaaa, qui aont laa daua innovatlana principal** daña le con-
trole-tuenandi des P£P 1300. 

ï 
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SYSTEMES iratMWES IE ÇHTMIE CMeHME 
WMITMT» M i l U SIIETE 
HIICIPE IES AUKITATIIIS 

'• - WW W WWWWB TO H* I*» 
3 . 1 . 

(hi relavé syatoaatique dea incidenta apparue au coura du dfaerreqe <* 
difMrenta IKP 1300 a «t« fa i t par C.D.r. Lea riches d'incident» alnai e r M n « 
«té l'objet d'une analysa df te i l lee at ant parala da foire dea bilena. 

Laa fichas d'lncidanta ant été cleaaéea de la façon auivanta i 

- fiches tout incident, 

- flchaa incident» aur tea ayateaee tapartanta paur la eftreté, 

- fichoe Incident* eianif icat i f» (ralaant l'objet d'un rapport eu> 
autor1tea da oOroté). 

Sana entrar daña laa detalla qui ont «té tapases au coure 4* la Journée 
SrCN du 11 dlL—tire I M S , an pout t i rer lea enoolenoaonto auivanta pour t'onoae-
bl» dea ceapoaent» d'une trancha t 

- la tau» d'incident aur lea ayeteaea laportenta paur la aftrete eat 
netteasnt plua iaportent aur la preaiere tranche d'un alta que aur laa suivantes 
(PALUEL 1 t 5 i/nolo | MLUCl J i J i /aoia) , 

- al on «amaine uniouaaent lea Incidente elonif teet i 'e vie-e-vi» d» le 
eOreté, I I oat inconteatable ou* la retour d'eapérienee, ova ce oott aur un edae 
alta ou aurtout aur deu» altea différente, e fai t beieeer de façon tree iaaor-
tanta la iwabre d'lncidanta. 

3.2. - I U B J E I S 

Bawl WT It rtnutort 
Lo SflW (conatructaur (CMHMZRIN) tmpttni (Mq . 3) • 

• quatre unités d'acquisition at da traltaaont pour la protection 
<IMTP) indépendante», daña laaquolloa lea aionouv laoua das ceptoure oont treltés 
an vue d'éasttr* las ordrea da protection directaaant von lot interruptourn 
d'arrêt d'urgence at indirect—»nt vera laa aetlonneura de eeuveqerde, 

- doua uni tea logiques d» sauvegarde OILS) qui reqroupent lea 
ordre» da protection taoue dea IMf" on vue de eoaaendrr las scttowwame d» eeuve-
gorde. 

Ca syeteoe s dl ja «té décrit «ano plusieurs publications «ICA 
(MUNICH 11-15 octobre I*a2, 5ACLAV 2e-2* noveekre l W s ) . On rappellato eiapleaent 
I c i lea particu1eritéa de ce ayates*. 

Chaque IMT* coaprend sept unités fonctlonneUea Mt los chacune 
autour d'un Microprocesseur • bita et ala unités d'échange, t alcrepreeessmir» 
égaleaent, qui garent loa «changes antre IMT* et las «changea avec l 'eaMrleur 
(COffROBLOC et TCI) our dea liaiaona an fibres optiques. 

Choque (ILS coaprend das asdulss laqiques étalés du typa loqique 
•sanétique (loqique dyneaique). Laa ordre» de protection isaua de eee ondula» 
aboutiaaent oui cellules de nu—an da d'setisnnsurs et sont priori taires par rap
port au» ordre» en provenance du CMfMBLOC. 

L'enaoable dea IMT* et ULS occupa trente aaoirea. UN testeur uni
que place e proalai té de le aalla d» to—aiiea poract de teeter pérlodlquaaent 
chaque UATP et ULS (eetuelloaent 1 IMT» et 1 ULt par aola) . Le test eat lene* 
aanuoUaaent, epree conne*ion du teateur i lea séquence» de teet se font ensuite 
eutoaetiqueaent, on effichent en entrée dea aucceeaiona de configuration» diter-
ainées et an coopérant lea sortie» au» valeura prévuee. 
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- Adaptation aux objectif» 

Les objectirs de précision de calcul ont pu être tenus qrace au 
choix des Matériels et des algorithmes. Par contre, on a constaté -T» augmenta
tion des temps de réponse pour les fonctions de protection coaple-.es, due a l'in
troduction de modifications Matérielles et logicielles sur les prototypes. 

Les études de fiabilité ont Montré que les défaillances provien
nent pour la plus grande part des composants classiques tels que cartes d'isole
ment analogique an entrée, ou cartes a relais en sortie. 

- Analysa des incidents 

L'établissement des fiches d'incidents pour toute anomalie a per
mis une évaluation des performances du SPIN (fig. A ) . 

Les commentaires que l'on peut faire a partir de l'expérience 
actuelle sont les suivants : 

Disponibilité : aucune perte de mission n'a été constatée. 

NOMBRE UE FICHES 
D1NO0ENTS/M0IS 

- — J I T — 
USE EH SERVICE 

MDUSTRKl 

DIVERGENCE 

I N C I D E N T S I P I N S U R P A L U E L 1 

Fiq « -

- Ordre intempestif ! l'action de sûreté étant prioritaire, on n 
constaté des actions intempestives, principalement h la suite de fausses manoeu
vres en configuration de test. 

- Nombre d'interventions : le nombre des incidents augmente lors
qu'on intervient sur les matériels, te nombre de firhes d'incidents atteint ap^n 
le démarrage de PALUEL 1 est inférieur a deux par «lia. nn verra par la suite qu* 
ce taux d'interventions est compatible avec l'objertif qui avait été fixé pour lu 
LÜNTROBL0C (1 intervention/an/armoire). 

3.3. Bilan CONTROBLOC 

Le CONTROBLOC (constructeur CntE-ALSTHOM) est un automate programmable 
6 haut niveau de sécurité (fiq. 5). A partir d'une Interface unique pour les en
trées/sorties, deux unités de traitement è microprocesseurs, synchrones, acquiè
rent les signaux d'entrée, font les traitements logiques spécifiques (mémoire 
RECKOM) et commandent les sorties en 2/2. 

http://coaple-.es
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Les particularités du CONTROBLOC sont : 

- logiciel d'animation indépendant de l'application, écrit par le cons 

- logiciel d'application écrit par l'utilisateur. 

- au to - tes tab i l i t é et passage automatique en fonctionnement déqradé 
(2/2 > 1/1) en cas de défa i l lance, sans in ter rupt ion de mission. 

L'ensemble des automates CtlNTROflLDC occupe quatre-vingt-dix armoirert. 

Nombre de fiches d'incidents / An /Baie 

Modification du logiciel 

Essais 
à chaud 

Mise en srrvice 
industriel 

Divergence 

I N C I D E N T S C O N T R O B L O C S U R P A L U I L 1 

- Adaptation aux objectifs 

Les objectifs fixés dans le cahier des spécifications techniques 
étaient : 

- disponibilité : 0,01 perte de mission/an/armoire, 

- ordre intempestif i aucun ordre intempestif n'est permis, 

- nombre d'interventions s 1 intervent ion/an/armoire. 

Bien avant son installation sur PALUTL 1, en 197°, les chA3sis 
CONTROBLOC ont été essayés en milieu industriel. Ces essais ont eu lieu en 1977 
et 1978 et ont montré que lea objectifs ci-dessus pouvaient être atteints. 

- Analyse des incidents 

A partir de l'installation sur PALUFI l, des firher. d'incidentn 
ont été remplies (fig. 6 ) . Les commentHires que l'on peut faire, «près analyse 
détaillée, sont les suivants : 



disponiblHie i les Mesures correctives apportées ont permis de 
remédier aux anonalies constatées et d'aboutir a des ch i f f res proches de 
l 'objectif souhaité, 

- ordre intempestif : aucun ordre intempestif dO au rnNTRnRLnc 
•eut n'a été enregistré a ce Jour, 

- nombre d'interventions : l 'objectif est at te int . 

Ces performances ont été obtenues qrice a deux facteurs indépen
dants : 

- deux modiflestions du loqieiel, 

- mise en exploitation normale de la tranche, ce qui s'eut traduit 
par une Diminution des Interventions sur les automates, dues a des modifications 
fonctionnelles. 

4. - CONCLUSIONS 

L'analyse méthodique dea incidents pendant les essais de démarrage des pre
mières trenches nucléaires 1300 HHC a permis d'obtenir une bonne évaluation des 
performances des deux systèmes SPIN et CONTROBIOC. Certaines modifications ont pu 
être entreprises très rapidement pour améliorer leur fonctionnement. Les ensei
gnements qui ont pu être tirés de cette expérience conduisent maintenant les 
constructeurs à envisager de nouveaux systèmes pour les futurs réacteurs nuclé
aires. 

RAPPORT SUR LE CONTROLE-COMMANDE 
ET L'INSTRUMENTATION DES CENTRALES NUCLEAIRES 
EN SUISSE 

A. VOUMARD 
Division de la sécurité cks installations nucléaires. 
Office fédéral de l'énergie. 
Würenlingen, Suisse 

1 . Introduction 

Cinq centrales électro-nucléaires sont actuellement en fonctionnement, 

soit: 

Centrale Puissance nette Type Fournis 

Beznau I 350 MU PUR U/BBC 

Beznau 11 350 MU PUR U/BBC 

Mühleberg 320 MU BUR/Mark 1 GE/BBC 

Gdsgen 930 MU PUR KUU 

Leibstadt 990 MU BUR/Mark III GE/BBC 

En service depuis 

1969 
1971 
1972 
1979 
1984 

Ces installations constituent une palette très diversifiée aussi bien du 

point de vue de la conception technique (BUR/PUR), que sous l'angle des 

fournisseurs (GE, KUU, U) et en ce qui concerne les exploitants et les 

sites. Ce fa i t peut être attribué au caractère régional des sociétés 

productrices d'électr ici té ainsi qu'a l'absence d'un constructeur national 

de chaudières nucléaires. 

Toutes les cinq installations présentent des résultats d'exploitation très 

satisfaisants. L'an dernier deux centrales, disposant de réserves de capa

c i té , reçurent l'autorisation d'augmenter légèrement leur puissance 

nominale. En 1985, environ 40 % de la production d'énergie électrique en 

Suisse était d'oriqine nucléaire, le reste étant fourni par les centrales 

hydrauliques au f i l de l'eau ou à bassin d'accumulation. 



Selon le planning actuel, la mise en chantier de la prochaine centrale 

(Kaiserauqst) est prévue pour 1988. te choix du type du réacteur et des 

fournisseurs est attendu en f in de l'année courante. 

D'autre part différents types de réacteurs pour le chauffage a distance, 

d'une puissance unitaire de 10 à 50 MUth, font l'objet d'études techniques 

et économiques. 

2 . Activités 

Les centrales de la première génération vont être dotées dans les prochai

nes années d'un train supplémentaire d'évacuation de la chaleur résiduelle. 

Ces systèmes automatisés, autarciques et protégés contre les événements 

externes contribueront également à améliorer les performances du système de 

réfrigération de secours du coeur ainsi que de l'a' mentation électrique 

de secours. Leur intégration dans des installations existantes posent de 

nombreux problèmes en particulier dans le domaine du contrOle-comnande. 

Les solutions doivent fftre étudiées soigneusement et cas par cas. Une 

utilisation partielle de techniques modernes, telle que la transmission 

d'informations par fibres optiques est en phase d'évaluation. 

Oans ces centrales, le renouvellement d'équipements dont les performances 

sont devenues insuffisantes ou pour lesquels le matériel de rechange f a U 

défaut, est en constante augmentation. Souvent, cette opportunité permet 

l'installation d'un matériel nettement plus performant. Ainsi, le remplace

ment d'un ordinateur ouvre la voie à une réalisation intégrée d'un panneau 

de sûreté (SPDS) et permet l'introduction d'une redondance partielle, grSce 

au choix d'un système d'ordinateurs jumelés. La mise en service et l'opti

mal i sat ion de nouveaux systèmes s'avèrent en général de plus longue 

haleine qu'initialement prévu. 

La salle de commande de l'installation la plus récente a fait l'objet 

d'une analyse ergonomique. 0e nombreuses améliorations y ont déjà été 

apportées ou sont prévues. Elles concernent aussi bien l'emplacement des 

postes de travail, leur fonction, que les systèmes d'information et la 

43 présentation cette dernière. 

Lors d'essais de perte d'alimentations électiiques pendant la mise en ser

vice, des faiblesses dans la conception de l'alimentation de 1'instrumental ion 

avaient été mises en évidence. D'une part, elles provoquaient do fausses 

alarmes, d'autre part des informations importantes n'étaient plus a 

disposition. Grâce aux modifications entreprises ou prévues ces lacunes 

pourront être éliminées a court terme. 

En rapport avec la construction éventuelle d'un réacteur de chauffage a 

distance, une étude concernant l'exploitation entièrement automatisée d'un 

réacteur est en cours. A cet effet une installation de démonstration sera 

testée sur un réacteur de recherche. 

Enfin une firme suisse se propose de développer un système de protection du 

réacteur a base de microprocesseurs. La première application concernerait 

un réacteur a haute température, refroidi au gaz. 



M NPPCI ACTIVITIES IN FINLAND 

B WAHLSTROM 
Electrical Engineering Laboratory, 
Technical Research Centre of Finland ( VTT), 
Lspoo, Finland 

MPPC1 activities in Finland 

Activities in Finland in t'-e nuclear power field have to a large extent 
been characterized by the preparations for a possible fifth nuclear power 
plant to be built. Earlier slans of continuing the nuclear power 
programe have undoubtly b*on delayed by a slower growth in the 
electricity demand than earlier expected. Trends today show, however, 
that additional generating -.apacity will be needed in the middle of the 
nineties and it seems likel/ that some decision how to proceed will be 
taken during 1986. 

The preparations for a fifth nuclear power unit have been generating a 
lot of investigations concerned with questions such as acceptability of 
nuclear power, licensability of different plant types, expected building 
costs and costs per generated kilowatthours, etc. The investigations 
have naturally touched also en questions connected to control and 
instrumentation. 

The four operational units hail an excellent operating year in 1985 with 
load factors in excess and near 90 * (cf: Table 1). There are of course 
many reasons behind the high load factors achieved and successful control 
and instrumentation solutions have their share. The continued strive for 
safety of the operation is also illustrated by PRA studies initiated for 
the four operational units. Tht> studies are supposed to be completed and 
documented early next year. 

Research activities at the technical Research centre of Fi-land (VTT) ir. 
the control and instrumentation field have been directed both toward". 

Table 1. Cumulative load factors and load factors during 1985 for the 
Finnish nuclear power plants. 

Type Power Cumulative 1985 
PWR 460 7/,6 * 93,0 1 
PWR 460 88,0 I 91,7 t 
BWR 710 83,5 % 87,4 I 
BWR 710 80,2 r 87,4 I 

immediate needs and towards long term goals. The immediate needs have 
been connected to different ongoing investigations and to development 
projects in connection to process industry, Of the more long tenu 
projects the following can be explicitely mentioned 

- the Mordic projects on human reliability 
- work on software reliability 
- design guides for digital C í I systems 
- simulation of technical processes 
- artificial intelligence in nuclear power 

The second phase of the Nordic cooperation in nuclear safety was 
completed in 1985. Most of the final reports are written in English and 
have been published. A, summary of the projects will be presented at the 
AHS/ENS meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee in April l\l. The reporting 
covers the following range of items 
- test and repair activities 
- work organization and management 
- computer aided design of C 4 I systems 
- computer based operator support systems 
- experimental validation 
- operator training 

The work on software reliability has been a joint effort by VTT, the OECO 
Halden Reactor Project and different institutions in Great llritain. the 
Jim of the project has been to investigate production methods and 



licensing of highly reliable software. Project results are proprietary to 
the Halden Project signatories but some general results have been 
presented in 121. 

The microcomputer based digital C * i systems have been breaking through 
very rapidly in the process industry. Examples of the new technology 
could be seen in conventional power plants, chemical and petrochemical 
plants, pulp and paper industry etc. Looking at the advantages of the 
digital systems it is certain that the new technology will spread also to 
the nuclear industry. This will however be placing new demands both on 
the design and the licensing of C * 1 systems. These questions are 
investigated in a project started in 1985. 

Computer simulation p'ays an important role in the C & I system design, 
in plant safety analysis and in operator training. Advances in computer 
technology offers cost effective solutions also for complicated technical 
processes. A newly started three year research programme on numerical 
simulation of technical processes will develop new tools for analysis and 
design of nuclear power plant systems. By using a modular approach in the 
software design it should be possible to use the results also for the 
construction of more accurate training simulators. 

Artificial intelligence is a hot subject in the construction of operator 
support systems. Proposed solutions for expert systems provides 
interesting opportunities to build intelligent interfaces for different 
decision makers to the plant data base at a nuclear power plant. The 
subject is addressed in the third phase of the Nordic cooperation in 
nuclear safety. It is the aim to build a demonstration of a system which 
would support the different decision makers participating in their 
efforts mitigating a serious plant emergency. 

International cooperation is ow of the key issues in the Finnish C * I 
activities. The Nordic cooperation is faciliated by the industrial 
tradition, similar laws and regulations and a common language. Active 
participation in the international bodies such as IAEA and NEA has also 

I 

showed to be important. Finland is also a signatory in the OECD Halden 
Reactor Project where important work in the area of computerized control 
rooms has been done. Outside the nuclear field related projects have been 
su'rted by a Finnish initiative within the COST-framework. 

REFERENCES: 

l\l. D. Wahlstrbm: Human factors in nuclear power systems; activities in 
the Nordic Countries, ANS/ENS International topical meeting on 
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121. P. Bishop et al: Project on diverse software - an experiment in 
software reliability, 4 th International workshop on achieving safe 
real time computer systems, SAFECOHP '85, Villa Olmo Italy, October 
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« NATIONAL REPORT ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

P STIRSKY. i KARPKTA 
Power Research Institute. 
Prague, Czechoslovakia 

Introduction 

At present, there are five operating PWR units in 
Czechoslovakia all of them equipped with the novo-voronezh 
type reactor WER 440. The sixth unit of the same type is 
being commissioned, hour units are sited at Jaslovsk<5 Qohu-
nice, the other two ones are located at Dukovany - see 
Tab. 1. 

Tab. 1 
Plant Unit 
name No. Site 

VI 1 Jaslovské 
Bohunice 

VI 2 - » _ 
V2 1 - - -
V2 2 - » -
V3 1 Dukovany 
V3 2 _ w _ 

Nominal First connection 
electric to grid 
power EM*Q year - month 

440 1979 - 04 

1981 - Ol 
1984 - OS 
1985 - 08 
1985 - 02 
under 
commissioning 

Further two units of the nuclear power plant V3 are at 
advanced stage of construction. Construction of four units 
of the plant V4 at Mochovce has already started. It is 
expected that by the year 1990 total number of operating 
WER 440 MWel units will amount up to 12. The first lOOO MWel 
unit shall be put into operation at the beginning of the 
nineties. 

The power plants V2, V3 and V4 are equipped with the 
modernized V-213 reactor, a confinement with a pressure-
suppression system, main circulating pumps with a prolonged 
run out time and some other innovated components as well as 
instrumentation and control systems. A brief description of 
a power plant WER 440 can be found elsewhere, e. g. in CO-

Research, development and design efforts in the field 
of nuclear power plant H C systems have been recently aired 
at solving the following problems: 
- setting the parameters of the WER 440 units control and 
protection systems and testing them in the power phase of 
commissioning 

- design and simulation of the WER 440 units control system 
performance under the conditions of steam bleeding for 
a centralized heat supply system 

- development of a simulation model of the unit WER lOOO 
dynamics for the purpose of IIC systems investigation and 
design 

- design of innovated I tC systems for WER 440 and WER lOOO 
units. 

Tunning of the control system parameters, dynamical 
experiments during commissioning of WER 440 units, simulation 
analysis 

A detailed analysis of the impact of various parameters 
of the unit's power control system upon the process transients 
have been carried out for both units of the plant V2 which 
have been equipped with more advanced, in comparison with 
the plant VI, technological equipment as well as IÍC systems. 
Commonly adopted performance indices such as the integral of 
the squarred control error or minimum transient duration 
turned out. to be inefficient when employed for such complicated 
rr.ul ti variable system as that of the plant power control system. 



Tunning of this control system - see [_2^} - was aimed at meetinq 
the following safety, technical and economical rwquirenients 
imposed upon the transients of the nost important variables 
initiated at the unit's different power levels either in 
normal operating conditions or under anticipated operational 
occurrences: 
- the unit shall automatically reach a new steady state which 
meets all operational safety requirements 

- limit values of process variables, corresponding to trip 
settings of the plant protection systems, shall not be 
exceeded during the transients 

- safety valves of the ..ressuriser and the steam generators 
shall not open 

- pressurizer relief valves or the main steam collector 
relief valves to the atmosphere are allowed to open for 
a short time during cumulation of disturbances only 

- the transients should, as tar as possible, be monotonous 
or with minimum overshoots only and they should primarily 
meet those requirements Imposed upon the plant components 
which are pertinent to their life-time 

- step-wise changes of the reactor power due to disturbances 
in the unit's load shall not exceed the values which 
account from the point of view of the fuel life-time 

- the number of actuation systems* actions shall be 
minimized 

- unnecessary wasting of steam in the by-pass stations to 
the turbine condensers should be minimized. 

The following events are considered for the WER 440 
units as the anticipated operational occurrences: outage 
of the main circulating pump, outage of one of the two 
turbines, disconnection of the unit from the qrid and 
lowering the load to the home consumption level, outage of 
one of the steam generators feedinq pumps etc. Functioning 
of the unit's IBC systems under these anticipated operationil 
occurrences at different power levels is tested during 

commissioning namely at power start-up phase. The scheduled 
experiments are aimed at checking the functions of all 
components of the plant equipment as well as design values of 
a number of plant variables. They also provide a unique 
chance to find out whether the control and protection 
systems setting is correct, whether these systems function 
as per design and whether the transients correspond with 
the results of simulation studies. 

During the first start-up of a WER 440 unit approximately 
15 up to 20 dynamical experiments is carried out at selected 
reactor power levels /usually at 35, 55, 75, 90 and loo per 
cant o' the nominal power/. The purpose of them is to test 
full capabilities of the main controllers under severe-
conditions caused by the anticipated operational occurrences. 
Simulation of the expected transients of about 20 up to 30 
process main variables is, as a rule, run in advance. 

Monitoring of these experiments is performed by means 
of a digital data acquisition and processing system HP 3052 
which employs the HP 9845 desk calculator. It scans about 
200 analog signals and about 250 binary signals selected 
from a special purpose set of about lOOO variables. Right 
after completion of an experiment the transients of the main 
process variables are presented in a graphic form and 
performance of the control and protection systems is evaluated 
on the basis of a comparison studies with the results 
obtained by simulation. This approach turned out to be very 
efficient and helpful in detection of Itc systems failures 
or deviations from the design. It however, calls for a well 
validated mathematical model of both the process and control 
systems dynamics. l,ot of efforts have been made in the past 
years to develop such a model and to verify it against the 
data acquired during the plant commissioning as well as plant 
operation. 

Nuclear power plants ot the WEit 440 type are to be run 
in Czechoslovakia also in a roqimo when thoy deliver steam 



4f to the centralized heat supply systems. Results obtained 

from simulation studies - see [_A~2 - indicate that only minor 
modifications of the control systems will be required to 

provide for such type of the nuclear power exploitation. 

The basic assumption of these studies was that the plant is 

oDerated in "constant steam pressure in the secondary 

circuit" mode and the deviations in load originating in the 

centralized heat supply system are to be counter-balanced by 

turbine load changing without affecting the reactor power. 

Adequate selection of both the reactor and turbine controllers 

operation modes in combination with specific tunning of these 

regulators provides for satisfactory meeting all the limiting 

factors originating from the Involved technology even under 

the conditions of the fast lost of load of the heat supply 

system. 

Simulation studies of the plant transients proved to be 

of significant value also for cause-effect evaluation of 

failures occurring during normal operation. A situation that 

illustrates the need for such studies arose recently at the 

2-nd unit of the VI plant when during shutting down of one 

of the cooling loops an unacceptable reactor power excursion 

took place. Reconstrucion of the operator's actions and their 

sequencing in time has been performed employing simulation 

techniques on a computer. The original cause of this event, 

i.e. the fact that the demanded value of pressure in the 

reactor controller was set higher than set point of the 

pressure controllers of the by-pass stations to the turbine 

condensers, has been revealed in this way - see £5_|. 

Development of the WER lOOO units dynamics model 

In correspondence with design a.>d construction of the 

first WER lOOO MWel unit early activities in development of 

a model of its components as well as I*C systems dynamics 

have been started. The purpose of these efforts is to provide 

! 

an efficient and fast tool for simulation of the overall 

plant transients under normal conditions as well <is 

anticipated operational occurrences in order to facilitate 

design, analysis and optimization of the unit's main control 

systems. The model is mainly based on mathematical 

identification but experience gained from testing and 

validation of the plant WEB 440 models has also been taken 

Into account. So far the first part of the model, i.e. the 

model of the plant's main technological equipment, has been 

completed - see [O* It is a non-linear lumped parameters 

model of a modular structure represented by a set of first-

order differential equations augmented by a number of 

algebraical and logical expressions and equations. It 

consists of the following modules: 

- core neutronlcs including reactivity feedback effects due 

to changes in the futl and primary coolant temperature as 

well as due to xenon concentration changes 

- core residual heat generation represented by 10 equivalent 

groups of 6 and y - rays emitters 
- heat transfer in the core which is considered to be 

divided in the axial direction Into two parts 

- reactor lower chamber dynamics 

- reactor upper chamber dynamics 

- dynamics of two groups of primary cooling loops including 

the hot leg, primary side of the steam generator, cold leg 

and the main circulating pump 

- dynamics of the primary coolant volume 

- dynamics of pressure and coolant level in the pressurlzer 

- dynamics of the secondary side of the steam generator:! 

Including water level dynamics in the drum 

- dynamics of pressure in the main steam collector including 

steam flow through the relief vilves to the atmosphere 

- dynamics of the steam pipe-lines in the secondary circuit 

- dynamics of the turbogenerator set including high pressure 

turbino as well as low pressure turbine description, ¡itoam 



dryer and reheating system dynamics, and steam flow through 
the by-pass stations to the turbine condensers 

- dynamics of the feed water hiqh pressure régénération 
system. 

Two different algorithms have been employed for initial 
steady stater- calculation. The data base of the model la 
abundant in Information about the nominal steady state which 
facilitates easy modular computation of the irodel variables 
values in this initial state. This, however, is r.ot the case 
for the non-nominal steady states and a separate iterative 
algorithm for the overall model had to be developed for 
non-nominal initial steady states determination. 

The model. Its dita base and the above mentioned 
algorithms for initial steady states calculation have been 
implemented on the ODRA 1395 computer in the framework of 
the FORSIM simulation system. The corresponding program 
occupies about 44 000 locations of the CPU operational memory. 
It provides for simulation of transients of the main process 
variables in the absence of the unit's control systems. 
Ir. Mvidual disturbances as well as combinations of disturbances 
can be selected from the following set of events or variables! 
outage of one out of the four main circulating pumps, primary 
coolant flow rate in the 1-st or 2-nd group of cooling 
loops, position of a group of control clusters, feeding/ 
bleeding of the primary coolant, flow rate to the pressurizer 
sprinklers, steam flow rate through the pressurizer relief 
valve, power of the pressurizer electrical heaters, high 
pressure turbine control valve opening, openings of the 
control valves of the by-pass stations /both to the turbine 
condensers and to the atmosphere/. If the CPU run time is 
considered then the ratio of a transient simulation time 
to the transient real timo is varyinq in the range from 4:1 
to lO:l. 
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Innovation of U C systems 

Control of both continuous and discrete variables at 
all units of the VI, V2 and V3 plants has been implemented 
employing conventional analog and relay hardware. Oati 
acquisition and processing systems of these units /nxcludlmi 
the VI plant/ are computer based systems of Soviet origin, 
1. e. the so-called KOMPLEX - URAN system. 

At the power plant V4 at Mochovce, which construction 
has been recently started, the Czechoslovak distributed 
microprocessor system DERIS 900 with two level bus arrangement 
will be employed. It shall control continuous as well as 
discrete variables of individual functional units both in 
the primary and secondary circuit of the plant. It will be 
interconnected to the computerized Information system based 
on the Soviet computers SH3 and SM4. The design of ISC systems 
for the V4 plant has been carried out in close co-operation 
with Soviet experts. Implementation of the DERIS 9oo system 
at nuclear units will be preceded by extensive tests on stands 
In Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union which shall examine 
functional and signal compatibility of the Czechoslovak and 
Soviet instrumentation. Some segments of the DERIS system 
will be also tested in normal operation conditions at 
conventional power plants. At present the main efforts in 
DERIS 900 project concentrate upon the problems of achieving 
required redundancy and development of control algorithms. 

The power plant V4 will be provided with electrically 
driven feeding pumps with hydraulic clutch. It is expected 
that beside energy conservation employment of such actuating 
equipment will result in improvements of the steam generators 
feeding systems dynamic performance. 

Design of lie systems for control of continuous and 
discrete variables of individual functional units in primary 
and secondary circuit, of the Czechoslovak first VVKH lOOO 
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S| plant Is considered in two variants. The first variant In 

based on employment of the Czechoslovak minicomputer system 

DASOR which has been succesfully applied at a conventional 

500 Miel plant, while the second variant is derived from 

the design of ItC systems at the Soviet WER lOOO plant at 

Zaporozhe which makes u-:e of a modernized microprocessor 

system. The plant's information system will be based on 

Soviet computers. 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL IN THE 
CANADIAN NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME: 1986 

RM. LEPP 
Components and Instrumentation Division, 
Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories, 
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, 
Chalk River. Ontario. 
Canada 

REACTOR PROGRAM STATUS 

A lot has happened on the CANDU scene, during the two 

years that have elapsed since the last meeting of this Working 

Group. The last three 500 MME units of the eight unit 

Pickering Station were brought on line. However Pickering 

units 1 and 2 are still shut down for retublng. Consequently, 

the current station output It 3000 MME, instead of 4000 MME. 

Our second eight unit station at Bruce has six of its 750 MME 

reactors on line giving an output of 4SO0 MWE. The seventh 

Bruce reactor is only a couple of months away from "In-service". 

In addition to the construction work on Bruce 8, the 

work on the four 8S0 MME reactors at Darlington is proceeding. 

Completion of the first unit is projected for 1988. Offshore, 

there are CANDU 600 MWE reactors being built In Romania. No 

commitment has yet been made for a second CANDU 600 MWE reactor 

on the Point Lepreau site. This reactor would be totally 

devoted to electricity export to the U.S.A. 

Actual retublng of one of the Pickering reactor» has 

started. This replacement of a critical reactor component (the 

primary pressure boundary) gives us confidence that extensive 

retrofitting is feasible so that th« operation of CANDU reactors 

can be extended beyond their design lifetime of 30 year*. 



In total there are 26 CANDU reactors operating or 
under construction, 20 of these belong to Ontario Hydro. 
As In other years, the performance of CANDU's has been 
outstanding. In 1985, 4 CANDU stations were ranked amongst 
the top ten In the world. Two of these are Ontario Hydro 
reactors and two are the 600 MME design belonging to other 
utilities, one In Canada and the other In Korea. This speaks 
highly of the continual Improvements made to the instrumentation 
and control systems used In CANDU's. As well. It supports 
the argument that the excellent performance of CANDU's Is 
primarily due to their basic design so that smaller utilities, 
without the technical sophistication of Ontario Hydro, can 
operate CANDU's with great success. 

There is now a new CANDU power reactor available on 
the international market. It is a 300 MWE unit aimed at 
utilities with smaller grids. This reactor Is essentially a 
downrated CANDU 600 that takes advantage of all the advances 
in instrumentation and control made in earlier CANDU's. 
Design changes have been made to facilitate a much shorter 
construction time schedule. 

CONTROL AND SAFETY FEATURES OF NEW REACTORS 
The dual digital computer concept has been used since 

1970 for the direct digital control of the neutron flux and 
many other important process loops. It continues to be the 
approach used in the most recent CANDU designs. Computer 
control has proven to be extremely reliable and versatile 
in accommodating advances in man-machine Interfaces. The 
extensive use of colour CRTs for information display has 
significantly reduced the complexity of the control room 
and, in turn, helped to reduce the demands on station 
operators. 

Other challenges facing instrumentation a.id control 
are the reduction of installation coats In the short term, 
and making components more readily replaceable, In the longer 
term. To reduce installation costs, data highways are being 
introduced into the new CANDU 600 MME design, for the routing 
of control signals outside the containment building. By 
replacing the thousands of wiring runs and signal terminations 
with commercially available data highway technology, we con 
expect significant savings In construction and commuslonlng 
time, as well as cost savings In equipment and engineering. 
Coupled with this Is the application of programmable multiplexor 
controllers, located throughout the station as close as 
possible to the field devices (i.e., sensors, actuators, hand-
switches, motor starters). 

The data highway technology currently «tillable does 
not yet comply with Proway, the internationally accepted 
communication protocol standard for process control. AECL 
made a major contribution of time and effort to the committee 
that developed this standard. Once this technology Is in place, 
the replacement of any equipment on the network should be 
straightforward and not tied to a single manufacturer. 

Significant developments in CANDU safety instrumentation 
and control are taking place. It started with the Introduction 
of computers for monitoring the safety systems. Then a few 
years ago, this was followed by a bold stepi the Introduction 
of microcomputers into the safety shutdown systems of CANDU 600 
MME reactors. These programmable digital comparators handle 
six of the nine trip decisions In each of the two shutdown 
systems. They have been operating for approximately 3 years 
in three CANDU stations and the results have been excellent. 
Operational data shows that the failure rate to-date has been 
so low that they do not contribute to the unavailability of 
the station. 



Now fully computerized safety shutdown systems are 
being assembled for the four unit Darlington Station. 
Development of the prototype for these systems was started 
in 1981 on a joint AECL/Ontario Hydro development program. 
Based on the results of this program, the decision was made to 
computerize both shutdown systems In Darlington. each shutdown 
system channel consists of two computers: the trip computer 
and the display/test computer that displays trip variables 
and setpoints on CRTs in the main control room and initiates 
test action In that channel. There then is a monitor computer 
for each shutdown system that gathers the information from 
all three channels. It 

- alarms on abnormal events or disagreements, 
- stores historical data for later retrieval, and 
- provides general purpose display for the operator 
during testing, re-calibration, etc. 

Fiber optics links are used between the various 
computers to ensure channel separation. Finally, there Is 
a common monitor computer that gathers Information from both 
shutdown systems and provides summary Information to the 
operator. 

The safety philosophy In Darlington Is an evolution 
of our conventional system in that all local trip decisions 
(i.e., setpoints and local voting logic) are computerized. 
However, the final 2/3 decision logic still employs relays. 
No complex safety algorithms have, as yet, been introduced 
even though computers provide the necessary flexibility. 
This, perhaps, is a step for the future. 

SIMULATORS 
Ontario Hydro now has three full scope simulators 

in-service, two at Pickering and one at Bruce, They also 
have two more in various stages of completion, the Bruce B 

simulator is undergoing .'omnia s ion ing and the Darlington 
simulator is on order. The first full-scope simulator for 
a CANDU 600 will be installed at Gentilly-2 in 1988. All 
these simulators have been built hy CAE In Montreal, Canada. 

Within the different Canadian utilities, effort has 
been devoted to the development of mlcroslmulators to satisfy 
the need for operator training before the full scope simulator 
for a new station becomes available. In one su*h Initiative 
the standby control computer was used to simulate the process 
and the other control computer was used for control. Another 
microsimulator development comprises a single computer and a 
touch sensitive CRT screen. The models for each station system 
are stored on a floppy disc. To familiarize an operator 
with a particular station system, the operator loads the model 
into the computer and then carries out the necessary control 
actions using the touch sensitive screen. 

ABNORMAL INCIDENTS DECISION SUPPORT 
From the work to-date on CAIDS (CANDU Abnormal 

Incidents Decision Support) we have concluded that intelligent 
alarm processing is the most promising application. If committed, 
the objective would be to provide a computer program that 
scans the alarms and provides a deterministic summary for 
the operator. The emerging computer technology referred 
to as "expert systems" has a role in CAIDS, for both alarm 
processing and emergency procedure support. To obtain first 
hand experience with expert systems, a project plan is being 
developed to use expert system technology in providing 
automated procedure manuals for a new research reactor being 
developed. 

INSTRUMENTATION 
Tho self-powered flux detector technologies developed 

at AECL over many years is now considered mature. Three sets 
of flux detectors are routinely used in CANDU reactors: two 



sets of "prompt" detectors for control and safety, and one set 
of "slow", and more accurate, detectors for flux mapping. 
The present work on flux detectors may lead to the combination 
of the flux mapping and control detector systems into a single 
system. 

The economic benefits of Installing electronics close 
to the reactor face and inside fuelling machines are well 
recognized. To meet this need, work is proceeding on the 
design of "hardened" electronics to tolerate these high 
temperature and radiation environments. 

It is the policy of the Canadian Government to support 
the IAEA in its implementation of nuclear safeguards. The 
objective is to produce the systems needed by the IAEA to 
effectively safeguard Canadian-supplied material and facilities 
Systems that are being developed under this program include, 

- bundle counters for spent fuel being discharged 
into storage bays, 

- closed circuit TV for surveillance of fuel handling 
and storage, and 

- tamper proof seals for verifying the integrity of 
spent fuel stored in the bays. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The current activities in expert systems should lead 

to even better man-machine interface than is currently enjoyed 
in CANDU stations. 

Data highway technology holds out excellent promise 
for I and C cost savings through shorter construction time 
and ease of modifications to, and replacement of, individual 
equipment modules. This is particularly relevant to the 

53 desire for the extended lifetime of CANDU stations. 

Once the fully computerized shutdown systems tn 
Darlington prove their high reliability, the possibilities 
improve for the introduction of more sophisticated trip 
decision algorithms. This holds out the promise of reducing 
or even eliminating unnecessary trips. 

FUTURE SPECIALIST MEETINGS 
Canadian authorities are giving careful consideration 

to hosting a Training Simulator Specialist Meeting in the 
summer of 1987. The preferred dates and location would be 
May, June or early September in Toronto. Part of the meeting 
would be a one-day tour of the full-scope simulator facilities 
at the eight-unit Pickering station. 

Other areas of continuing interest are 

- computers in shutdown systems, 
- design and qualification of highly reliable 
software, and 

- hardware obsolescence and retrofitting. 



NATIONAL REPORT - BELGIUM 

E J. VUYLSTEKE 
Tractionel Nuclear Department, 
Brussels, Belgium 

1. Nuclear Power Generation 

1.1. Power generation and_installed capacity 

The nuclear part of the total electrical power generation in 
Belgium was SO,8 « in 19B4 

and 59.8 « in 1985 (32360 GWh) 
(above 70 % during the months of August, September, October). 

In 19R3 this part was 45,7 \. The increase is due to the startinq 
of the two 1' ~>0 MM Nuclear Plants of Doel 4 and Tihange 3. 

The total installed Power is 14.000 MH. 

The following N P P are now in operation : 

Plant Year Power in MH 

Mol - BRI 1962 
Chooz (France) 1967 
Doel 1 a 2 1974/75 
Tihange ! 1975 
Doel 3 1982 
Tihange 2 1983 
Doel 4 1985 
Tihange 3 1985 

11 
156 • (Total 312) 
786 
435 • (Total 870) 
900 
900 
980 
980 

• 50 H Beljian participation with EDF 
5148 

1.2. Futur nuclear power plants 

In 1985 the electrical production has incre* ed by 4,5 % versus 19B4. 

. The Belgian utilities have taV-en a 25 % participation in two new 
power units in France : chooz Bl and B2,each of 1390 MU (N4) . 
These units shall be commissioned in 1991 and 1992. 

. A new belgian plant of 1390 MM called N8 is planned, in the National 
Plan, to be commissioned in 1995. 

1.3. Load Factor in 1935 

Doel 1 » 84,2 » Tih. 1 - 78,6 * 

Doel 2 » 84,6 » Tih. 2 « 84,2 » 

Doel 3 =• 82,4 » Tih. 3 - 75,2 % 

Doel 4 » 67,5 » 

1.4. Capacity Factor in 1995 

Average for all nuclear units in Belgium = 81,8 » 

2. Control and instrumentation 

In the scope of the 10 years revision underway in the Doel 1 and 
2 units, the replacement of the Ferranti Argus 500 process computers 
with new functions is the major contribution to the improvement 
of the Control Rooms. 
A possible first limited application of artificial intelligence is 
contemplate-i. 



3. Full scope Simulators 

Two training centers are created, one ne.ir Doel,the second one in 
Tihange. 
They will be equipped each with one full scope simulator specifically 
representative of Control Room of DoeI 4 and Tihange 2 units 
respectively. 
An additional simulator has been ordered for training the operators of 
Doel I and 2 in dealing with post-accident conditions that activate 
the safety injection system and that require the operators to perform 
a number of manoeuvres which are proper to Doel 1-2, because they are 
twin u n i t s . 
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REPORT ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION TOPICS IN AUSTRIA 
1984/85 

A. NEDELIK 
Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf, 
Seibersdorf, Austria 

1. Nuclear Power Generation 

The situation, around the moth-balled nuclear power plant GKT 
(Gemeinschaftskernkraftwerk Tullnerfeld) has been described 
recently in several articles [1, 2, 3). 

Start-up preparations had been stopped in late 1978 after a 
massive anti-nuclear campaign culminating finally in a 
politically biased referendum, which resulted in a slight 
majority against the use of nuclear power in Austria. 

In order to minimise the economical loss (until a final decision 
about the plant's future is made) the owners and the manufacturer 
worked out a conservation programme for the nearly finished 
power station. 

The task of preserving the complex technology of a NPP for a 
period of more than seven years is not an easy one and various 
problems have to be solved. The conservation of the u c systems, 
however, seems to create no special difficulties so far. 

The most recent effort to call another referendum failed and 
the utilities are now supposed to find "the best utilisation 
of the plant" under the prevailing circumstances. For this 
purpose Overseas Bechtel Inc. will evaluate possible utilisations 
and submit a report by 30 June of this year. 



2. Research and Development 

2.1 Research Centre Seibersdorf 

The Institute for Reactor Safety at Seibersdorf has been 
strongly engaged in the Xicensinq of GKT and had built up 
a very efficient group of experts. In the years following 
the anti-nuclear referendum the number of people working in 
the field of reactor safety has been reduced naturally. 

Present I»C related activities include participation in 
international projects (including a study on the availability 
of safety systems) and cooperation with the IAEA (e.g. preparing 
a publication on quality assurance and quality control of I«c 
svstens) |4.S]. 

2.2 Atom-Institute of Austrian Universities, Vienna 

The Institute is using a TRIGA reactor for various research 
projects. The following work may be of interest for 1»C |6): 

- Development of gamma-thermometers. 
Theoretical and experimental work is continued on the 
development and test of gamma-thermometers using lead and 
bismuth as heat source material. Detector geometries are 
optimised by calculation and test. 

- Laser surveillance system for spent fuel pools. 
An optical system for safeguards of spent fuel storage pools 
has been developed. Two laser beams produce a "sheath" of 
light above the fuel assemblies. Any interrupt > of this 
"light plane" is detected. The system has been tested 
successfully. 

- Evaluation of the neutron count rate from spent fuel 
elements for nuclear safeguards. 

With a neutron counter a suiumiiry signal of all neutron 
omitting transuranic elements is obtained from spent 
fuel. Using the computer code FISPR2 the production of 
transuranic elements in a WWER-440 reactor has been 
calculated and compared with actual measurements. 

244 Correlations between Cm concentration and burn-up, 
244 24 4 2 1 r> 

Cm/Pu concentrations and Cm/ U concentrations 
have been established. The resulting calibration curves 
may be used to verify the operator's book keeping (burn-up, 
inventory of fissionable material) by using the neutron 
count rate from the spent fuel elements. 

2.3 Technical University of Graz 
Current work in the area of NPPCI: 

- Processing techniques of fission chanber signals for neutron 
flux density measurements. 

In continuation of a non-linear signal processing proqranne 
several interesting results have been reported |7|. 

- On-line monitorinq system for concentration of radioactive 
aerosols in air. 

Different criteria for processing the data from filter 
precipitation equipment are studied by means of micro
computer application. 

- Fault detection ir> digital circuits for safety applications 
using signature register method. 
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REPORT ON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT CONTROL 
AND INSTRUMENTATION ACTIVITIES 
IN THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

W.BASTL 
Gesellschaft für Reaktorsicherhcit mbH (GRS), 
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany 

INTRODUCTION 

At the end of 1985 <n the Federal Republic of Germany 19 nuclear power 
plants with 17213 MW have been In operation. I he nuclear electricity 
production in 198S reached 176 Mrd fcWh (twice as much as in 1983), which 
was 31 X of the total electricity production in that ymar. The mean 
availability reached 7900 hours (88.3 X). 

The overall situation in l*C of nuclear power plants in the Federal 
Republic of Germany can be characterized by three aspects. 

a) The improvement of man-machine communication by introducing integral 
information concepts for the control room by means of VDUs. 

b) Along with a) new data acquisition systems based upon process 
computers which facilitate the integration of operator aids like alarm 
analyses, disturbance analyses, post-mortem analyses, etc. 

c) The penetration of programmable processors into limitation systems in 
order to provide soft setback measures. 

d) 'ne transition to I AC systems making use of the new generation of 
electronic components. 

The most important step towards advanced control rooms was the development 
of the Process Information System (PRINS) by KWU, which will be used with 
the German convoi-plants (Itar II, Ems Iand, Npckarwesthefm 7). On the 



5| other hand the GRS STAR-GENERIS software system was further investigated 
with the Biblis Nuclear Power Plant. There will he three tasks: 
- Monitoring of the protection goal 'core cooling' (three mimic 

diagrams: systems overview, p-t diagram, bargraphs of various 
important parameters), 

- post trip analysis (reactor protection, power limitation, other 
controls effecting major system parts), 

- disturbance analysis (secondary system including steam generator and 
turbine). 

I he analysis programs comprise about 8000 nodes; they manage 2000 binary 
and 200 analog signals. The process computer Gould 3297 is already 
installed on site and linked to the input signals, the programs will be 
implemented by the end of June. Then intensive tests will be carried out 
in cooperation with the operating staff. 

In the Philippsbirg U Nuclear Power Plant the STAR-GENERIS software will 
find its first industrial application. Besides generating so-called status 
vectors for feeding the display systems, alarm analysis will be the main 
task. 1000 alarms from 5000 were chosen for alarm analysis. The analysis 
programa comprises 2500 nodes. For the total programa 25OO0 nodes are 
involved. A reduction factor of 80 X is expected with respect to the 
announciation flow. The software is implemented, at present qualification 
tests are performed. 

The main emphasis regarding further R&D work in the field of operator 
aids is placed upon expert systems. Work will begin with a two years 
project aiming at the development of a basic modul for a laboratory proto
type. 

The development of solid state protective systcis based upon magnetic 
core techniques have been brought to its end with the so-called Extended 
Dynamic Magnetic Core System. Besides various improvements on the com
ponent level the main advantage has to be seen in extending the system 
from the triggering and majority voting units towards the control 
actuators, so that signal treatment by means of relays can be avoided to 

a large extend. It can be concluded that these mature self-testing system 
will be used for protective purposes in the future, too. However, process 
computers and micro computers will be increasingly applied within the 
level below, the so-called limitation level, and for all types of opera
tional controls. In this context the GRS Core Surveillance and Control 
System has to be mentioned, the development of which is now finished. 
On site prototype investigations with BWRs ërt envisaged. 

For the future an inforced trend to developing new IK concept* based 
upon high-tec components has to be envisaged. These calls for preparatory 
work in the field of qualification. Partly old qualification methods have 
to be modified, partly new ones have to be developed. For economic reasons 
the qualification methods to be used have to be strongly linked to the 
actual needs; in order to avoid undue costs dedicated and better graduated 
requirements might be necessary. Qualification of highly integrated com
ponents and qualification of safety relevant software need special 
attention. 

In the following paragraphs some of the most important activities and 
projects are described in more detail. 

1) THE PROCESS IMfORHATIO, VSTEH (PRIWi.) 

The development of PRINS by KMU was pushed forward by two facts: 

1. According to KTA 3501 which was issued in March 1977 the Core Protec
tion System as part of the Reactor Protection System was tota My re
designed for the Grafenrheinfeld-PWR which was commissioned in 1982 
and which represents the safety important lie-Standard for the 
1400 MWe German convoy plants nowadays under construction. In contrast 
to the Reactor Trip System and 'he Engineered Safety Features Actuation 
System - the states of which are available to the operator on thr 
Reactor Protection Panel in the main control room - the messages and 
alarms of the highly complex four-times redundant Core Protection 



System are given up to now only via alara fasciae on the main control 
desk. It turns out that this visible surface of the Core Protection 
System is too small to inform the operator in sufficient detail on the 
status of this systeai. 

2. As a consequence of the TM1-2 accident Safety Parameter Display Systems 
(SPOS) Mere proposed in the US to overcoat the lack of relevant, appro
priately condensed information during the course of events, the symp-
toa-oriented approach in information presentation is to be judged as an 
essential part in a disturbance handling concept, in addition to the 
event-oriented approach so far described in the operating manuals. 
KMI decided to integrate the characteristics of SPDS into PR1NS. To 
this end, protection goals are defined as a subset of all information 
goals. (Tab. 1). 

W*. t OvMne of Protection floats Covered by 
PfMMS 

t. iwonHwIng ot coc«-and NS9S heal removal 
2. inannorina of ateaeura «latin In the 

primary atstem 

3. varMcetron of adequate coolant In van tot y 

4. «atHtcatnm ot adaquata ahuHtoam raectlvlty 

3. proaeatallon ol alio and banda of protective 
margina 

•. mowHatlnq of coro atatua with raipact 
lo teca» power 

7. treaepa'ancy and Intarrerattona of 
dHnwent 'pamwtled pomar levers* 
In connection with thai- actual target value* 

». cuntBaHauii ot ataam penaretot atataa 
eccordetg to pteeaute and levai 

• . manner Ing reactivity raraaee to the 
VfVrwOfWkmWt 

According to its different tasks PRINS was designed as a double redundant 
information processing system. Two processing computers of Gould-series 
32/8750 are working in parallel doing the same jobs, their input is provi
ded by four data acquisition computers of the Siemens-series SICOMP 70. In 

total about ?U00 analog signals and 14000 binary signals are scanned. Ihe 
scanning rates of the analog signals are adapted to those parts of their 
individual frequency spectra which are relevant to fulfill the predeter
mined goals. Scanning rates vary from 0.? Hi to 8 Hz. The coding of the 
analog values enables history-tracks over a time interval of about 10 h 
for all signals of the common ring memory, including results of models 
running on the processing computers. Their memories have the capacity of 
about 12 MB. The binary signals are scanned with 10 ms resolution. 

The 19 inch color monitors are supplied by special minicomputers contain
ing the Motorola 68020 which gets information from the processing compu
ters. The picture refresh rate is 72 Hz and the pixel number 480x640. The 
picture generation time lasts approximately 1 s for simple pictures and 
grows to about 3 s for highly complex pictures. In the control room panel 
eight (2x4) monitors are set-up into rows as close as possible. This 
information panel can be extended to IS (3x5) monitors. So, loss of a 
monitor is of minor Importance. This monitor group constitutes the main 
surface of PRINS, apart from two-times six monitors in the main control 
desk: one group of six for the reactor operator, the other group for the 
turbine operator. The total number of 30 monitors is reached by single 
monitors dedicated to individual systems or to the thift leaders desk. 

The scope of display formats includes mainly system overviews and dia
grams but also trend logs, bargraphs, logics and flow charts as well as 
alphanumeric information. 

The engineering and coding work for PRINS has already taken and will still 
take several hundred man-years. Simulator-based qualification and real 
plant operation will need further work and will contribute to the perfec
tion of PRINS which is designed also for backfitting of simplified ver
sions to plants already in operation. 

2) SIGNAL VALIDATION 

With the increased amount of primary process information fed to the 
control room and moreover the use of condensed presentation to the 
operator, on-line signal validation methods are necessary to ensure 



correct and reliable information on the process and systrn status. New 

procedures for signal validation start fro» a descriptive node) of 

the process, wherefrom the Measuring signals are taken. In contrast to 

simulation models which reflect the procès* dynamics a» precise as 

possible and therefore are mostly voluminous and complex, the models for 

signal validation are to describe the essentials of the processes and to 

consist of simple structures of low order, so that they can run real tine 

without too large computation effort. The set up of these simplified 

models requires good knowledge of the physical systems to be simulated. 

It can be assisted by procedures like the determination of unknown para

meters by means of parameter identification. 

The project carried out by GRS will begin this year. At first simulation 

models are to be investigated, which then will serve as reference for the 

qualification of the simplified models. As test example models of the 

steam generator and the pressuriser of a PWR plant are to be established. 

This choice takes care of the desirable improvement of the signal quality 

for the steam generator and pressuriier instrumentation. The models have 

to be set up in a way to be suitable for validation procedures (i.e. state 

presentation with differentiate functions). 

In parallel, the methods given in the literature have to be analyzed. The 

most suitable methods have to be applied to the models; test data are 

derived from the simulation models mentioned above. The functional tests 

to be performed will show the ability of fault detection, the ability to 

distinguish between process and measuring signal disturbances and the 

ability to locallie faulty measuring sensors. 

The techniques for signal validation are not yet Matured, therefore it is 

expected that further theoretical and practical development has to be done 

in order to achieve the necessary reliability for the application in 

nuclear power plants. From the results published so far it can be con

cluded, that certain techniques comprise weaknesses with respect to the 

safety against faulty reactions and with respect to the velocity of fault 

detection. The check out of these techniques by means of test examples 

will provide hints for the necessary improvements. 

Methods based on the various possibilities of deterministic or stochastic 

describable signal relationships show a possible solution of the problem 

When applying a combination of methods. It is hoped that they provide the 

detection of signal and process disturbances at an early stage and 

increased safety ayelnst faulty reactions. 

3) EXPtWT SYSTEMS 

This project has to be seen in the framework of GRS efforts to develop 

computer based aids for operators. It aims at functions which could not 

or only partly be realized by conventional methods. Furthermore a 

broadening of application to various types of Management tasks is 

envisaged. 

Within the project two Main areas have to be distinguished: Methods of 

computer science in order to realize the systems, inve«»Ration of the 

specific requirements and seeking for solutions with respect to the 

application to nuclear power plants. Both areas are interconnected, 

because on the one hand general information synthesis algorithms «re 

necessary, in order to cope with the complexity of the data, on the other 

hand the concrete data determine the result for the specific user group. 

Concerning the specific requirements and solutions for nuclear power 

plant application a concept will be set up comprising the following items 

- mode of plant status acquisition for the computer (autenized, dialog 

with the operators, continuously, on request), 

- methods for the acquisition and presentation of the limits of the 

system analytical and plant dynamical investigations used, 

- methods for the implementation of knowledge of the operator and, if 

required, of the vendor, 

- dialogue methods for the various Modes and aims of operator guidance. 

With respect to methods of computer science the following items have to 

be treated: 

- definition of suitable data structures for the storage of the plant 

dynamics, 



- classification of derivation rules in order to keep the results con

sistent and in time ("which rules are the best ones for a certain 

purpose'*), 

investigations with respect to the adequacy of modern languages for 

logic programing and analysis of specific computer hardware, 

set up of a system which can be filled with knowledge and influence 

rules successively. 

It is the goal of the project to clarify the methodological problems 

mentioned above and to set up the basic module of a laboratory version 

for an expert system. 

«> THE tHUMOtO DYhWeUC MAGNETIC COKE SYSTEM (tPH) 

CON was designed by M M as an improved extension of the Dynamic Magnetic 

Core System which has already been proven in a large number of protection 

systems. It is characterized by the dynamic mode of operation, the active 

failure response and extensive self-monitoring. 

The system operates with dynamic signals (pulse sequences) connected 

via magnetic cores. A continuous pulse sequence corresponds to the correct 

status of the system. Response to a triggering criterion interrupts the 

pulse sequence. Then a static signal is present. Component faults, 

open-circuits or short-circuits lead in most cases to an interruption in 

the pulse sequence. This reaction enables the self-monitoring of the 

system. 

EON is used in reactor protection systems for the generation of limit 

signals, for the logical evaluations and for logic operations fig. 1 shows 

a possible multi-channel design. The logic functions with special ANO-

and Oil-modules and the possibility to delay, to limit or to store the 

pulse sequences are new compared to the earlier Dynamic Magnetic Core 

System. These functions fill in the area which previously was covered by 

conventional components; consequently the amount of self checking com

ponents could be enlarged, which in turn led to considerable improve

ments in system availability. 
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FIG.1. Principle configuration of protection «yttem using RDM 

The process signals are supplied to the limit signal transmitter*, which 

are connected to the evaluation circuits. A clock system feeds pulse 

sequences to the limit signal transmitters and the trigger input of thp 

evaluation circuits. A pulse sequence appears at the output of the 

evaluation circuit as long as pulse sequences art present at least at 

two of the three signal inputs and at the trigger Input. The evaluated 

logic signals are then subjected to further logic operations, delayed, 

limited, stored etc. The linked logic signals are transferred to the 

control level via output modules (terminating elements). The terminating 

elements convert the pulse sequences into antivalent binary signals. This 

signals activate the safety features of the plant via the control level. 



g¡ 5) com suwvtuumct urn SPA M M CONTROL 

The principles of the Core Surveillance and Power Distribution Control 

Systea developed by CRS are shown in fig. ?. The scheme holds for PWR and 

BWR power plants, the single nodules however may have a different struc

ture according to the reactor type. 
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Principle of Core Surveillance and Power Distribution Control 

Central to the system is a fast core siauilator. The core simulator is 

coupled to the core instrumentation in order to continuously correct for 

snail, unavoidable deviations between actual and computed core state, 

which otherwise might accumulate in time. Ihe core simulator is assisted 

by so-called basic codes In an off-line mode. The basic codes arr corr 

layout programs which update the burn-up dependent model parameters of the 

core simulator in regular, long-term time intervals. In addition, thr 

basic codes may contain fuel failure models which can be used to compute 

burn-up dependent local constraints of the power densities for maximal 

fuel protection. The core states calculated by the core simulator (power, 

temperature, fission product and coolant density distributions) are eva

luated in en analysis module which computes safety-relevant characteristic 

values such as DN6R and hot channel factors. Core state and characteristic 

values are compared to given thresholds, at violation of the admissible 

operating region an alarm is issued via the communication system 

The core simulator itself is the basis for the power distribution (pel) 

rontrol. Ihe control's task is to keep the reactor power and the pd AS 

near as possible at given luad- and burn-up dependent set-points, and to 

inhibit spatial oscillations in a PWR. Furthermore, technical ,md safely 

re 11vant constraints have to be observed. In order to fulfill the requitf 

iitents of a long control horizon in the time region of a load cycle at 

comparatively short control intervals (minutes), the control has bpen 

split into two layers with different tasks. The superior layer predicts 

off-line an optimal control strategy for the total control horizon; thp 

on-line control layer attempts to realize these strategies considering UIP 

actual core state, which in general will differ from the predicted on». 

The information generated by core simulator and pd-control is directed to 

a communication system which also allows interactive input of set-points 

and choice of information to be displayed. An information system inteqra-

ted in the control room may be used instead. 

So lar, all modules of the core surveillance system have been realized and 

are undergoing a final test phase. The core models developed for BWR and 

PWR show good agreement with core design codes and fast run-times on pro

cess computers. Thus, the control fulfills the requirements posed by on

line operation. Summarizing, the core surveillance system has reached thp 

state of a prototype system which can be tested in the power plant Ihp 

obtained simulation results indicate the potential of the core surveil-



lane* to significantly contribuí» to safety, availabi>'ty and economy of 
plant operation. 

*> tmcuMt »uiw mw.m* iw»> 

The thrust of recently initiated projects to develop plant analyzers in 
the US and in France is in providing easy-to-use, cheap and reliable 
tools for fast analysis of nuclear power plant transients as well as 
loss-of-coolant accidents. The NTA's are based on advanced safety 
analysis codes, operating in an on-line environnent supplied with com
puter-graphic input/output facilities. The scope of the NPA extends well 
beyond that of training simulators and Includes topics such as safety 
studies, development and verification of operator aids and operating 
procedures, fast and reliable analysis of experienced disturbances and 
incidents, or detailed design studies for control system improvement. The 
envisaged German effort toward development of a simulator for analysis 
gains further actuality with respect to investigating the trend to 
unburden the safety system by assigning subordinate tasks to limiting 
systems. Therefore, those systems will be modelled in great detail. 

The project has been started in 1984. A first specification phase has 
been concluded. The simulator distinguishes between process- and balance 
of piant (BOP)-models. For process modelling, two alternative best 
estimate codes (IRAC-Pfl and the GRS-Systems-Code) will be available. The 
BOP-modeIs are developed by the partner in this project, the Kraftwerk 
Union (KWU) and attached to the process model by an appropriate data 
interface. Process- and BOP-models are driven interactively by a 
monitoring program, which also performs the grafic input/output and 
initiates malfunctions. The r.onitor may run either on the main frame or 
on a grafic workstation. For all grafic software the GKS (Grafic Kernel 
System) norm will be observed to guarantee portability on different types 
of workstations or grafic displays. Up to date, a first monitor version 
has been developed which enables interactive input to process and 
80P-models to activate malfunctions and to control the run (e.g., (start, 
stop, free7e)). On the models side, input by the monitor is evaluated and 

the functions art executed. Work is in progress to develop the grafics 
interface, the grafics software, connect BOP-models to the systems code, 
and further improve the handling of the simulator. The prototype system 
is expected to be completed by end of 1987. 

7) QUALIFICATION 

The new components available ( g. programmable, highly integrated) 
enable a larger variety of problem solutions in IAC than ever before. 
Hence, in conjunction with the a priori different qualification tools, 
it is necessary to develop qualification procedures which in many 
instances will certainly be deviating from the existing ones. More 
important than ever before is the safety relevant and economical opt imi
tation of the qualification processes, i.e. focussing the qualification 
to the safety needs. In order to achieve this it is also pertinent to 
provide l&C-system concepts and designs which support and facilitate the 
qualification procedures. This year GRS will begin a project which is 

meant to solve at least part of the problems emerging from the situation 
briefly described above. 

a ) Analysis and evaluation of existing qualification methods and tool s 

Besides the analysis of methods and tools used in other field-, of appli
cation it will be investigated to what extent qualification methods used 
in traditional IAC-systems so far can be transferred. The analysis and 
evaluation has to be performed with reference to the assessment of 

the required function, 
the absence of inadmissible functions, 
sufficient possibilities to detect faults and failures, 
sufficient means against fault propagation and sufficient I .mil tole
rance, 

- sufficient possibilities to consider aging effects (for hardware only) 

°) finding of presently not fully covered assessment 

It will be investigated to whnt extent available me I. hods and tools rannol 
at all, nr incompletely achieve the necessary assessment qua Is or rause 



undue expenses. It will be tried to find alternative methods and to 

isolate the basic problems involved. 

c) Bas It concept for qualification 

taking into account the available methods and tools and the realization 

possibilities of compl imentary procedures, a basic concept for the 

qualification will be worked out. This will be assisted by the definition 

of safety classes associated with the safety requirements, then the 

methods and tools can be adapted to the relevant safety level. 

d) Requirements and methods for the establishment and maintenance 

of qualified software and hardware 

Requirements and methods for the design of safety relevant l4C-systems 

have to be specified in order to make the qualification and quality 

assurance of hardware and software applicable and effective. This 

concerns 

specification methods, 

design methods, 

hardware structures, 

program codes (programming guidelines). 

In many cases qualification methods and tools are effectively applicable 

only, if certain provisions and conditions are met wi.h'ii planning, 

development, application and use of software and hardware. These con

ditions, i.e. the requirements and methods, have to be specified. 

A R G E N T I N A S N A T I O N A L R E P O R T 

O N N U C L E A R POWER P L A N T C O N T R O L 

A N D I N S T R U M E N T A T I O N 

J L O R E N Z K T T I 

Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica, 

Rueños Aires, Argentina 

During the last two years Control and Instrumentation activit ies 
have been devoted on différents Items. 

1 . - Embalse and Atuchi 1 Power PUnt Operation Support. 

2 . - Atucha I I design engineering. 

3 . - Resech and development. 

1 . - Embalse and Atucha I Power plant Operation Support. 

Embalse power plant ere 1n the f i rs t stage of their operation. During 
this time spetlal care has been taken to analyze the different 
operational plant transients and follow the long term operation. 

As a result of that analysis some changes and tunning In control 
algorithmic and validation of simulation programs have been made. 

One of the carácter!sties of the Embalse Power Plant Is that the main 
control loops ere Implemented 1n a computer system. 

Our regulatory authority was afraid that, using the versati l i ty of 
computers, could be made some changes 1n software that could affect the 
over al l plant control, degrading the system. 

In order to prevent that from happening we has defined a procedure tnat 
assures an analysis by two different groups when a change in the software 
Is decided. 

Some small changes related to the languaje employed In the annunciation 
system have been made under such a procedure and the changes In the 
control Indicated In the above parragraph. 

Because of the grid configuration, grid disturbances In Embalse ère 
frequent. Some studies are now made In order to guarantle that power 
plant will remain In operation with different disturbances In the grid. 

Together with the Power Distribution Center we »re making simulations to 
know the response on strong transients in the grid. 



In relation to Atucha ] Power plant we arc now facing the 
obsolescense problem In the plant coaputer system and In the 
Instrumentation. 

He are planning to Implement digital control and process Information 
management. 

?.- Atucha 11 design engineering 
He trt aaklng the foilowlngs engineering, designs. 
- In core and ex core flux Instrumentations. In reference to the In core 

Instrumentation there Is a development of amplifiers that will be 
built by a national company. 

- Reactor regulations system with the simulation of the reactor and Its 
dynamic analysis. 

- Radiation Instrumentation. 
- Sequential control logic and condltonlng signal. 
- Process Instrumentation for auxllary systems. 

3.- Reserches and developments 

Looking for a better Information for the operator about the plant 
behaviour we are working on Artificial Intelligence and expert systems. 

He are specially Interested on data presentation related to 
abnormal events and upset conditions Identification. 

He are also working, on Identification technics of non lineal 
systems to be used In the future pressure control systems of thr.- fuel machine 
at Embalse Power Plant. 
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INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL 
IN THE DUTCH NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME 

B.J. VISSER 
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment, 
Voorburg. Netherlands 

1. REACTOR PROGRAM 

The past two years were very important for the nuclear society in the 
Netherlands* After a period of more than 10 years there is now progress 
in the decision making for the construction of more nuclear power plants 
in the Netherlands. 
The government organised a public debate, studies and hearings and 
decided early 1985 that it was feasible to expand the Nuclear Power 
generating capacity and indicated candidate sites. A further site 
selection procedure with public participation during 1985 resulted in a 
governmental proposal to reserve three sites* Two other sites are 
reserved at the moment, but their suitability has to be confirmed by 
further studies to be completed early 1987. 
During the monrii of April this siting policy of the government will be 
discussed in parliament. 

2. OPERATING INSTALLATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

The present nuclear power plants and research reactors are succesfully 
in operation. 

2.1 Hi^h Flu» Reactor at the Netherlands Research Foundation at Petten 
(1961, 45 MWn) 
In view of processing radiation embrittlement the reactorvessel was 
replaced and at the same time some instrumentation was refitted. A 
modernisât ion of the control room instrumentation is presently in 
discussion. 

2.2 Hoger Onderwijs Reactor (HOR) 2MW at Delft in Operation since 1961 
At the HOR of the Delft University of Technology a complete retrofit 
took place of the reactor instrumentation. The control room, oriqinally 
situated inside the containment, was placed outside containment and a 
new computer system was installed. 



This computer is used for operator quidance and performs real time 
functions pertaining to data acquisition and display, automatic power 
reduction For limiting. deviating plant conditions, automatic power 
control and reactivity monitoring. The whole retrofit took place in 19B4 
and lasted 10 months. 

Wuclear Power Plant at Dodewaard (BWR natural Circulation. SB HWE) 
In operation since 1968. 

1 In 1984 an investigation was made on the ergonomie situation in the con
trol room. 
Based on the checklists of the NUREG 700 publication the Control room 
was reviewed. Only some minor details needed impiovement, which is sur
prising for an old plant. 

2 A training simulator has been developped for training the operators. 
This simulator is a full scope specific Dodewaard simulator and has been 
developped by the utility with support of the Halden Project. The situa
tion is now that the simulator is for about 90% ready. 

3 A level measuring device has been installed in the Dodewaard reactor. 
This device uses heated resistance devices mounted in a tube and allows 
a level measurement over a range of 11S cm <23 points). 
The measuring device was installed during the recent refuelling period. 
The realisation of this project is made in close cooperation with the 
OCCD Halden Reactor Project and the Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute. 

4 The pressure control of the reactor has been renewed during the last 
refulling period. 

5 The installation of Programmable Logic Computers is foreseen in the 
coming period. It is proposed that these PLC's w'll be used for safety-
related functions. 

Nuclear Power Plant Borssele PWR WWe 1973 

1 Also for the Borssele Plant an investigation on the ergonomie situation 
in the control room was made. This investigation was made parallel to 
the review of the Dodewaard control room. In this plant some improve
ments were made. 

2.4.2 In 1984 it was decided that Borssele will purchase a computer for better 
informing the operator during accident conditions and othei functions. 
This original computer will be replaced ir. the future. 

2.4.3 In 198S a special heat removal system was put in operation. This system 
provides heat removal in the event of normal systems and/or control room 
unavailability. It will function for at least 10 hours without requiring 
operator Intervention. Controls have been introduced to hook up the new 
system in the existing protection system. 

3. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

3.1 Regulatory Activities 
In preparation of the construction of some more nuclear generating 
power, development of rules and regulations was started about two yr«rs 
ago. 
For this purpose it was decided by the safety authorities to adopt the 
regulatory frame work of the IAEA-NUSS program. The authorities were of 
the opinion that these codes and Guides in particular those related to 
Quality Assurance. Design and Operation could form a sound basis for 
safe Criteria applicable to different designs and could easily amended 
to meet typical Dutch requirements. The NUSS Codes and guides were 
discussed between the authorities, utilities and industry. In this 
context also the Safety Guides D3 "Protection System" and Safety Guide 
D8 "Safety-Related Instrumentation" were amended and adopted. An 
important aspect of D8 is the classification of I ft C by categorisation 
the I fc C systems in more than two classes. Namely Safety Systems and 1 
categories in the safety-related I S C system. It is still difficult to 
interpret the design, qualification and quality assurance requirements 
according to this multi category system. 

1.2 Research 

3.2.1 ECN has during the recent year developped a signal noise analysis 
system. It has been applied in the Borssele Power Reactor 
(PWR, 4S2 MWe). 
Considerable efforts have been made to collect data and > transmit it 
over a 200 km distance via a telephone line to the ECN - Labot storium in 
Petten. Valuable experience has been gained in the analysis of noise 
spectra under various operating conditions. The following operating 
experiences were obtained: 
- On-line monitoring of several plant parameters both for short time 

intervals and for long time trend information. 



- in-situ test of reactor safety channels, by measuring spectra, 

response tine of sensors etc. 

- continuous wonitur inq of core physics (and related) parameters through 

noise analysis such as core coolant velocity, reactivity effects, 

local vibrations of in-core instrumentation, guide tube and core 

support barrel motions. 

The system allows easy diagnosis of a nuclear power plant from every 

place where a telephone line is provided. 

1.3.2 The simulator will be a basic simulator PWR-type 

For training and education purposes a basic principle simulator will be 

installed at Petten. 
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FAST CONTROLLED VALV1NC OR 
HOW TO IMPROVE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT REACTIONS 
ON NETWORK DISTURBANCES 

F. VAN DE MEULEBROEKE 
Laborelec. 
Rhode Saint-Genèse, 

Belgium 

Just as for all kinds of generators, the generators of nuclear 

power plants are subjected to all the disturbances occuring in the 

network. Ourlng close short-circuits, the debalance between elec

trical and mechanical power introduces accelerations on the genera

tor rotor. Uhen the turbine governor of the generator is equiped 

with ar^ ac:eleroneler device, the even short accelerations may 

be sufficient to close the generator valves, 

In the first place, the reduction of the mechanical torque 

on the machine, due to this closure, nay be considered as a use-

full thing, then it is a reaction in the right way to help to re

duce the first suing e>cursion of the rotor after the short cir

cuit elimination. Nevertheless this complete closure of the tur

bine valves may have harnfull consequences, espescially in the 

case of nuclear power plants. 

The steam 'low reduction and the steam pressure Increase 

introduces an opening of the HP - bypass valves. After disappea

ring of the accelerometer action.the turbine valves «re re-ope-

ning on turn and the total amount of steam flow through the by

pass and the turbine may be interpreted by the reactor protection 

systems as a steam line break. The result is a trip.combined in 

most cases by a safety injection. 

Transient stability studies have learned ua that to reach 

the positive action on first swing stability, we do not need 

the total closure of the turbine valves on a network short cir

cuit: only the amount of reduction of the mechanical torque 

at the moment of the first swing is important for the contribu

tion of the turbine governor on transient stability. 

This reduction may be reached, without a total cut-off of 

the steam flow to the turbine, with a Fast Controlled Valve 

(F.C.V.) - system. This system is similar to a 'classical' 

fast valving system, where it deals with a set of quick acting 

servomotors with reduced tim^* delays and quick closing speeds. 

It is different from it, where the imposed valve movement in both 

cloiing and opening directions for the classical system is re

placed by an action of the governor itself, and addapted to the 

severity of the diturhance. 
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Cl This lurbine governor without ON OFT acce leroneter action* 
- the so called W.T.P.-governor - combined with quick acting 
v a N e i , is a basicdl solut ion for the problem of the nuclear 
power plant generator 3 on networl di sturbaneea . Avoiding the 
over-reaction o' the classical turbine governors, the « e c n a m -

cal torQue is restored as soon as possible to the initial value 
af t er a qu tck re duct ion adapted to t he di s t urbane e. In this way 

j it is possible to keep the positive action of the turbine on 
! transient stability without obtaining the < full > opening of 
¡ the bypass vjlves. 

! The F.C.U. - systen, resulting in the sane ti«e In a better 
~j behaviour on full and partial load rejections, ui 11 be briefly 
1 described during the session. 

QUALIFICATION OF C&I SYSTEMS 
USING NEW TECHNOLOGY COMPONENTS 

S. C.OSSNER 
Gesellschaft fur Reaktorsicherhcit mbH (GRS), 
Garching, Federal Republic of Germany 

Microelectronic devices push away conventional electronics in almost every 

technical area. This avalanche-like development is caused by the 

continually decreasing costs as well as by the continually increasing 

functional capability of microprocessors and microcomputers. 

Whereas one may find an almost complete change-over to microprocessor 

based automation a i d supervision systems in numerous industrial fields, a 

similar development did not yet take place in C&l-systems of west-german 

nuclear power plants Neglecting some unimportant exceptions C&l-systems 

of west-german nuclear power plants are fully conventional. 

Some reasons are 

* high development and quality level of conventional C&l-equipment of 

german nuclear power plants, resulting in low stimulus for major system 

design changes; 

* absence of proper and commonly accepted qualification criteria, 

qualification methods and qualification procedures for micro computers; 

* lack of sufficient microcomputer experiences of plant contractor, 

utilities, licensing authorities, advisors and experts. 

This situation, however, will not last for ever. There is a growing 

understanding that by means of microcomputer-based C&l-equipment it will 

be possible 

* to solve many problem, more exactly, e .g . calculations of reactor 

power, power distribution, water levels, DNBR, 



* to reduce the number of detailed informations and alarms concentrated 

in control rooms and control stations and to condense these infor

mations into easily to understand pictorial displays, e . g . surveillant? 

or trend pictures on graphic CRT-display u -us ; 

* to reduce cabling amount by using sequential data transmission, e . g . 

by means of bus-systems. 

a .s .o. 

it's clear in the near future micro-processors will enter not only 

operational C»l-equiproent but C»l-systems important to safety as well. 

Therefore it's high tint* to analyse existing design and qualification 
requirements, qualification methods and qualification procedures whether 
or not to be suitable and sufficient. 

In the next 20 minutes I'll t ry to discuss some questions and to give some 
answers, which show the present German valuation of the qualification 
possibilities for new technology CSI-equipment. 

First some problems of compatibility of microelectronics and German 
nuclear codes and standards shall be discussed. Second possibilities and 
limits of qualification of microcomputer-based C&l-systems will be outlined 
Finally a few examples of computerized safety related C&l-equipment which 
will be qualified in the near future are named. 

Lets begin with problems of compatibility of microprocessors and nuclear 
codes and standards. I will present 3 examples. 

Example 1: The standard KTA 3S01 says 

"The circuits of electronic devices of the safety system shall be simple 
and easily understandable". 

The wording of this requirement excludes exceptions. 

Looking inside a microprocessor one would find some 10 000 to 100 000 

logical elements and a similar amount of interconnections. 

Features like "simple" and " easily understandable" cannot be measured or 
quantified absolutely. The valuation depends completely on (he judge and 
on his familiarity will» microprocessors. 

Nevertheless, nobody would classify the internal structure of a micro
processor to be simple. Beyond that, the internal structure of micro
electronic piece parts are unknown to the user in general. 

Summarizing these aspects we have to state that the requirement for 
Simplicity of C&l-circuits cannot be met word for word by the internal 
Structure of microprocessors. 
Well! As a next step, we could argue that the requirement circuits lu be 
simple and easily understandable does not have its end in itself but aims 
at the possibility easily to avoid and easily to detect design errors as well 
as to facilitate failure detection and repair during lifetime o( the 
equipment. 

Applications of microprocessors and microcomputers are well known to be 
possible - not to say usual - without knowledge or understanding of the 
internal structure of these microelectronic devices. To use micropro
cessors and microcomputers and to realise error free applications one must 
know a set of simple instructions and application rules only. Millions and 
Millions of children throughout the world are doing this with their home 
computers every day. 

From this we could derive the discussed requirement of KTA 3501 to be 
fulfilled equivalently. This, however, is not true. To realize a micro
processor - based C&l-system one needs hardware and software. The only 
more or less simple thing is the set of basic instructions of the 
microprocessors. Software constructed by means of these instructions 
sometimes is as complex as the internal hardware-strurtures. This is 
also true for operating systems often used. 

Finally we have to state, that the requirement of KTA 3501 saying, 
hardware as well as software of microprocessor based C&l-equipment to be 
simple and easily understandable, usually is fulfilled neither word by 
word nor eqj ivalently. 

To compensate this deficiency it will be necessary to use additional 

measures to avoid or to tolerate design and maintenance erros. 



JO Example ? 

T h e G e r m a n s t a n d a r d K T A 3SC3 r e q u i r e s t h a t f a i l u r e e f f e c t s of C * l -

equ ipment of t h e s a f e t y s y s t e m shou ld be s h o w n . 

i n t h e past these f a i l u r e e f f e c t s w e r e i d e n t i f i e d b y e x p e r i m e n t a l f a i l u r e 

e f fec t a n a l y s i s i n most c a s e s . S u c h a f a i l u r e e f fec t ana lys is is not possib le 

on microe lec t ron ic p iece p a r t s . T h i s is because of the e x t r e m e l y small 

geomet r ica l d imensions a n d t h e miss ing access ib i l i t y of the i n t e r n a l 

s t r u c t u r e s of th e m i c r o e l e c ' r o n i c i n t e g r a t e d c i r c u i t s . 

Look ing to t h e K T A 3503 we f i n d t h a t t h e r e q u i r e m e n t d i s c u s s e d h e r e may 

be n e g l e c t e d in reasonab le c a s e s . M iss ing p r a c t i c a b i l i t y , h o w e v e r , is not a 

v e r y good reason b y i tse l f . 

i n v e s t i g a t i n g t h e p u r p o s e o f t h e f a i l u r e e f f e c t s d e m a n d e d b y K T A 3503 we 

f i n d 

* by means of the failure effects it shall be possible to find out 
whether cr not failures of components may be dangerous within a system 

* by means of the failure effects it shall be possible to estimate which 
measures are useful and sufficient for complete failure detection 

To answer questions like these is the more difficult the more complex 
systems are. Therefore failure effect analysis seems to be more important 
for microelectronic equipment than for conventional devices. Therefore 
renunciation of failure effect analysis without compensation is not 
acceptable. Compensation will be necessary by additional measures for 
failure detection ard failure tolerance within microelectronic CAi-systems. 

Example S.

German as well as international nuclear codes and standards require 

redundancy of CSI-equipment of the safety systems. Redundancy usually 

means to have two or more devices to fulfill a special task, although 

one single device would be enough, e . g . to have 3 measuring channels 

to supervise o i e temperature. 

This meaning of redundancy will not change with use of microcomputers. 

Since, however, with conventional C4I-systems one automatically had 
separate devices for different tasks, one computer is able to fulfill very 
different tasks sequentially. This is used extensive with process-
computers. 

From this point of view, it also seems to be redundancy to use more than 
one computer even for more than one different task. 
In this way several words and terms are getting new meanings, if we use 
•hem for computers. 

From these three examples we can see, that existing codes and standards 
have to be read carefully and have to be investigated for their hidden or 
their original meanings. In many cases requirements must be defined new, 
to be applicable for new technology components and principles. 

Let's come to the second topic: 
Present possibilities and limits of qualification of microprocessor-based 
C&l-systems. 

This subject is much too extensive as to deal with completely. Therefore 
I'll treat one single qualification problem only. I t 's , however, the most 
important one. It's the already called up problem of detection of func
tional faults and failures. From now on I'll simply call it failure detection. 
Proper failure detection is needed for several qualification purposes 

* On the one side, we need methods to prove that the equipment to be 
qualified does not comprise faults caused by design errors 

* On the other side, in the course of qualification we have to prove that 
failures occurring during later operation in the nuclear power plant 
will be detected completely by means of provided failure detection 
measures. 

As for conventional CAl-equipment we use very simple methods to prove 
an error free design. In principle we experimentally perform a very 
limited set of functional tests and compare test results with the 
specifications. In general these tests are accepted and considered to be 
sufficient. 



Failure detection during operation in the nuclear power plant is realized 

by very simple means too. 

We provide self-supervision by means of 

* comparators, which compare signals of redundant analogous devices, 
and 

* monitoring circuits, which are watching over dynamic signals, power 

supply, wire breaks a .s .o . 

This self supervision of C4I-systems is complemented by suitable periodic 
tests performed by plant personal. Most of these failure detection methods 
are standardized or determined by the functions to be tested. They 
hardly are influenced by the technology or internal structures of the 
equipment under test. 

These simple failure detection methods are also applicable to micro
processors and microcomputers, of course. Because of the sequential mode 
of operation and because of the complete dependence of results from 
stored data, effectiveness and especially conclusiveness o( all these 
failure detection methods, however, are reduced very much as soon as 
microcomputers are used. 

As for conventional C4I-equipment effectiveness and conclusiveness of 
failure detection measures are possible to be demonstrated by means of a 
failure effect analysis. This, however is not possible with microelectronic 
piece parts in most cases. 

From this we have learned that qu üfication of computerized systems 
important to safety demands some new qualification steos. Altogether r > 
following means of qualification are available: 

* to prove failure free design or better to say 
to prove a low probability of design errors 

o prove that microelectronic piece parts used are well-tried for a long 
time and by very numerous different applications 

o prove that operating systems used are well - :rrtd for a long time 

1\ and by very numerous applications 

o auditing the quality assurance systems and quality assurance 
programs of manufacturer of piece parts, devices, software a .s .o . 

o verification and validation of software by means of program analysis 
and tests 

o functional tests 

* to realize failure detection during operation in the nuclear power plant 

o computer self-checking programs for CPU, ROM, RAM a .s .o . 

o self supervision of programs e . g . counters, sequence checks, watch 
dog 

o 'ailure detecting codes, e .g . hamming codes, parity bit 

o comparison of results 

o periodic functional system tests 

If these measures are not sufficient it is possible to reduce or tolerate 

consequences of design errors by means of 

* hardware diversity 

* software diversity. 

It's important to say, that there is no single design and qualification step 
to solve all problem- . In every case we have to use several, not to say 
all available qualification measures. In general particular design rules 
should be applied to facilitate or to enable qualification. 

More detailed informations on design and qualification methods for safety 
related computer systems are presented in position papers of the EWICS 
TC 7 (European Workshop on Industrial Computer Systems). 

In these days available qualification methods and tools make possible 
qualification of computerized Cil-systems of comparatively low size and 
complexity. It will take a lot of lime and money to change this situât.an 
basically. 



It's sure, it always will remain easier to design a complex computer 
system than to qualify it for safety purposes. 
Because of this it will be necessary to renounce excessive requirements. 
We assume that extensive use of computerized Cal -systems for safety 
related tasks in nuclear power plants will demand a set of safety classes 
and graded requirements Today we have some ideas on such classification 
models. Nevertheless it will be the job of future days to find an 
agreement 

Hell! As announced finally I'll tell you about some compu
terized Cal-systems qualified in the past or the near future 
in western Germany. 

Up to now. there is no computer or microcomputer used or 
qualified for use within the reactor protection system of 
german nuclear power plants. The only two applications of 
computers within safety related systems are to be found in 
the Grafenrheinfeld and the Mulhelm-Kârlich nuclear power 
plants. In both cases minicomputers are used to calculate 
the DNB-ratio for limitation purposes. Although these appli
cations are considered to be of moderate importance to safety, 
qualification of the Nülheim-Kar1ich system took almost 10 
years of time and cost:, not to tell about here. Qualification 
was performed by the TUV-Rheinland. The software of the 
Grafenrheinfeld system was qualified by software-analysis 
by GRS. Furthermore this system runs in an on-line open-loop 
configuration within the plant for some years. Depending on 
the experiences collected It shall be connected to the plant 
in a closed-loop configuration later on. 

Another computerized system is the local core supervision 
system (LCXUS) of the breeder reactor plant in Kalkar. 
This mini- and microcoputer-based system shall produce a 
hazard alarm, if there is a local over-temperature within 
the reactor core. Qualification of this system is being per
formed by BW-TUV and GRS. 

The first partially computerized reactor protection system (MIRAI 
in Germany will be built in the resprch breeder KNK II at 
Karlsruhe. Qualification shall be performed by TUV-Baden 
and GRS. 

With one exception (this is the core supervision system LOKU.S) 
all of these systems were presented at the IAEA Symposium on 
Nuclear Power Plant Control and Instrumentation on October 
1982 in Munich and at the IAEA specialists' meeting 
Use of Computer Devices in Systems Important to Safety on 
November 1984 in Saclay. 

MIRA Reactor Protection System 
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